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Lawrence sponsors conference
on tutorial education
March 31-Aprill, 2007
resident Jill Beck will host a two-day conference
on tutorial education in the spring.
The conference, titled Tutorial Education:
History, Pedagogy, and Evolution, will examine
current practices in tutorial education at Oxford
University and compare and contrast those with
the approaches to and uses of tutorials at Lawrence and
other leading liberal arts colleges in the United States.
Following introductory remarks by President Beck,
Alan Ryan, warden of New College, Oxford University, will present
the keynote address on "The History of the Tutorial in Liberal
Learning." The conference will proceed with panels and roundtable sessions focusing on three areas of interest the history of
tutorials, the pedagogy and evolution of tutorial education, and
innovations and best practices in the tutorial method of education.
Participants will include knowledgeable researchers and
practitioners from both Oxford University and American higher
education, such as New College's warden Alan Ryan and bursar
David Palfreyman, a multi-disciplinary panel of faculty from
Williams College, the deans of the faculty of Sarah Lawrence
College and Williams College, and the presidents of St. John's
College of Annapolis, Sarah Lawrence College, and the College
of Wooster.
www.lawrence.edu/conference/tutorials
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..____._reside11t's message

Liberal philosophy, free discussion,
and individualized learning at Lawrence

I would like to share with readers ifLawrence Today the remarks I made at the
2006 Matriculation Convocation in September, which refer back to my presentation
on individualized instruction at my first Lawrence convocation in 2004.
Since that time, we have made steady progress in understanding the many
ways that close interactive teaching and learning relationships between faculty and
students define both liberal education and the pedagogical traditions ifLawrence. It
has become clear that many if us at Lawrence believe individualized learning is a
cornerstone if liberal education.

eside me as I write is John Stuart Mill's great work of liberal
philosophy, On Liberty, which Professor Emeritus of History
William Chaney tells me was on the Freshman Studies reading
list for many years.
While Mill's thesis is that free discussion is a necessary
social and political practice in a free democratic society, without which informed opinions and social conscience cannot fully
develop, he specifically advocated for free discussion as central to
intellectual development.
Free discussion, of course, is more possible in the small seminars and
tutorials that characterize learning at Lawrence than it ever could be in large
lecture classes.
Throughout this academic year, we are enjoying presentations and discussions by distinguished visitors and by our own professors and students concerning the importance of the individualized learning traditions at Lawrence and
Oxford Universities that may represent the epitome of what is meant by the
liberal arts.
Liberal philosophy: the individual right to free discussion
What do we mean when we say Lawrence is a liberal arts college? We all
know the things with which liberal arts education is generally associated learning to read closely and analytically in a variety of subjects, small classes,
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president of Lawrence University since 2004, is the college's
15th president. A native of Worcester, Massachusetts, she received her
B.A. degree in philosophy and art history from Clark University, an M.A. in
history and music from McGill University, and the Ph.D. in theatre history
and criticism from the City University of New York. Under her leadership,
Lawrence has created an innovative postdoctoral teaching fellowship

program, the Lawrence University Fellows in the Liberal Arts and Sciences,
and has become a member and the headquarters institution of ArtsBridge
America, a K-12 educational outreach program that President Beck founded.
Pictured with President Beck are assistant professors Jodi Sedlock, left,
biology, and Joanne Metcalf, standing, music, whose individualized learning
activities are described on page 7 and page 8, respectively.

I

Women and men students in Lawrence's library (when it was in Main Hall), sometime before 1905

creative and critical thinking, the frequent practice of writing,
study abroad, and other cultural experiences - but these do
not address the question, what are the principles of liberal
education?
Liberal principles of education, like liberal political beliefs,
resulted from a series of social revolutions, including the
Italian Renaissance, the Enlightenment, the French and
American Revolutions, and the emphasis on the individual
in the German Romantic and other Romantic movements.
These social, political, and artistic revolutions led to a decrease
in the absolute power of monarchical and religious institutions, and an increasing emphasis on the individual, who was
said by Jefferson to have a set of inalienable rights, among
them "liberty."
In the political sphere, these revolutions led to more open
discourse and a greater role for social discussion and debate.
One-party or monarchical rule gave way to competing political parties and hence more public consideration of opposing
positions and arguments of pros and cons. Dissent became a
characteristic of political discussions.
Some hundred years after the American Revolution,
education started to catch up with liberal political philosophy
and went through a social revolution of its own. As a result,
social structures in universities began to change.
In some institutions of higher learning, the distance
between professors and students began to break down. This
was certainly true at Lawrence University, founded in 1847.
Lawrence was established from the start for both women and
men and for both immigrant and indigenous peoples. These
idealistic principles of equality appear to have greatly influenced Lawrence's teaching philosophy, which prominently
features more equality between professors and students than is
typical in higher education. This tendency to equality serves,
of course, to stimulate and sustain the free discussion that
Mill found so indispensable to intellectual development.
From the Renaissance to the late 19th century, therefore, education changed enormously, from being a top-down
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transmission of received knowledge, primarily theological, to
the student-centered revolution that brought us the tutorial
at Oxford and at the developing liberal arts environment of
Lawrence.
What happened pedagogically, step by step, was a changeover from requirements based uniquely on lectures and
oral examinations to requirements based on free discourse
during seminars and tutorials and the frequent composition of
papers, culminating in a written exam or performed project.
These new methods of education were designed to provide
expanded and transformed opportunities and means of individualized learning and represented a change from one-sizefits-all dogma.
Just as importantly, the new social arrangement was
characterized by much greater freedom for the student as
an individual to speak his or her mind. Students could agree
or disagree with a professor's claims of knowledge but were
obliged to obey the rules of evidence and argument. These
rules, and not those of the divine rights of kings or the infallible knowledge of religious leaders, were now academic law.
Just as dissent had come to be part of political discussion
and expression, dissent came to be used in free discussion to
resolve the truth of intellectual ideas.
As Mill observed in 1859, there had been a change in the
standards by which knowledge was created and judged.

Mill's liberal philosophy of free discussion
According to Mill, liberal philosophy is most concerned with
defining the rights of the individual to free speech. In this
framework, the word liberal means "free from restraint in
speech or action." Reading On Liberty reveals that the author
was referring to free speech as both public political speech and
as free discussion with others about ideas in private settings.
For Mill, free speech is paramount in order for individuals
to demonstrate their power of self-development in terms of
understanding their own opinions and the claims of others
to truth. He held that knowledge was fallible, meaning that

Only through discussion can people know whether their knowledge is fallible, in error.

John Stuart Mill (1806-73)

it could be overturned through new evidence or argument.
This is important because, if one acts on the basis of what is
assumed to be knowledge, one may be wrong and therefore act
wrongly and possibly mislead or even harm others or oneself
Only through discussion can we have our views challenged
or refuted. Mill, who is the father of "utilitarian philosophy,"
argues that free speech should be used to test one's received
truths. He recognized that people tend to hold the ideas of
those around them, meaning their reference groups, such as
social groups. He also noted that, once we have an opinion or
truth claim, we tend to hold it preciously, even zealously. He
advocated forcefully for people to use free speech to communicate their ideas to others, because only through discussion
can people know whether their knowledge is fallible, in error.
According to Mill, there are three important reasons to
use free discussion in determining the truth of our claims to
knowledge.
First, our opinions and claims to truth may be false. By
listening to opposing opinions and claims we may become
persuaded of their truth. (On Liberty, page 23) Through free
discussion we may understand why we are wrong about something. Mill himself goes considerably beyond hearing "what
can be said on the contrary side." (23) His definition of free
discussion involves full arguments between opposing views,
demanding intellectual investment and the sharpening of the
powers ofboth reasoning and expression in order to communicate and learn effectively.
There is a second reason for using free speech to explore
the truth of our claims to knowledge. You may be right, but
you may not know fully why you are right.
Mill argues that, although one may not know fully why
something is true, in free discussion one may learn "the
grounds of one's own opinions." (35) He emphatically denies
that anyone can be taught the grounds of their own opinions
and says that would be mere parroting or memorizing someone else's reasoning. Citizens of a fully functioning democracy
need to derive their own opinions and determine the posi-

tions on which they would be moved to action. This freedom
of thought requires freedom of discussion, which different
approaches to education either foster (as in liberal learning)
or restrict (as in instruction based only on lectures and
memorization) .
Mill wrote: "He who knows only his own side of the case,
knows little of that. His reasons may be good, and no one may
have been able to refute them. But if he is equally unable to
refute the reasons on the opposite side; if he does not so much
as know what they are, he has no ground for preferring either
opinion." (36)
Further, Mill stated that it is not "enough that he should
hear the arguments of adversaries from his own teachers,
presented as they state them, and accompanied by what they
offer as refutations." (36) Students must be able to hear the
opposing arguments "from persons who actually believe them;
who defend them in earnest, and do their very utmost for
them." (36)
This is a powerful argument for representing all points
of view on a liberal campus and of the absolute necessity for
tolerance of dissenting opinions. Knowledge must be powerfully determined through the articulation of argument, critical
analysis of the reasoning used, and counter-arguing, in order
to fine -tune our personal positions with the care that our roles
in society deserve.
There is a third reason offered by Mill for developing our
knowledge through free discussion, and this is the possibility
that both you and the person you are in discussion with are
right, but in complementary ways. Mill wrote: "[W]hen the
conflicting doctrines, instead of being one true and the other
false, share the truth between them; and the nonconforming
opinion is needed to supply the remainder of the truth," (45)
then both- or several- minds are required to find the full
truth.
He likens truth-making to a kind of face-to-face combat:
"Truth, in the great practical concerns of life, is so much a
question of the reconciling and combining of opposites, that
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Left: illustration for
educational poster; photo:
Marin Damerow '07, Professor
Sedlock (holding a Rhinolophus
arcuatus species of bat),
Ben Pauli '06

very few have minds sufficiently capacious and impartial to
make the adjustment ... it has to be made by the rough process of a struggle between combatants fighting under hostile
banners." (4 7) In other words, we learn valuable lessons from
each other. In an atmosphere of free speech and inquiry, hearing from people on opposite sides of an issue is necessary if
we are to bring all of the important aspects of an argument
into focus.
Therefore, whether in correcting our fallible knowledge,
knowing the grounds for our truthful claims, or combining
and integrating the knowledge of others into our own, we
need exchange with others using free discussion. This is our
liberal education project at Lawrence:
• to support the growth of individual development through
the use of free discussion in our teaching and learning, and
• to contribute our individual viewpoints to shared discourse
on matters of meaning and importance, in an atmosphere
of respect for others and for the value of reason.
The tutorial education ofJohn Stuart Mill by his father,
James Mill
How did Mill arrive at free discussion as the cornerstone of
education? We cannot definitively trace Mill's philosophy to
his exceptional education under the tutelage of his father,
but each of us can make up his or her own mind on cause
and effect in this case. John Stuart Mill reports that he was
already learning Greek by the age of 3. He was taught by his
father, James Mill, a distinguished historian educated at the
University of Edinburgh. Do not think that learning Greek at
age 3 was because J. S. Mill was a child prodigy or that this
type of education could not have been undertaken by other
pupils. Mill provides numerous self-deprecating assessments
of the deficiencies in his ability to learn rapidly or deeply.
James Mill began his instruction by writing Greek words
on cards with their English equivalents, as children frequently
are instructed in language. Grammar did not come until later,
when the boy was perhaps 6-7 years old, and Mill recalls his
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first book as Aesop's Fables, in Greek of course. At that age
he read the historian, Herodotus, and such philosophers as
I socrates and the first six Dialogues of Plato.
In Chapter 1 of Autobiography, he sets the scene for us:
"I went through the whole process of preparing my Greek
lessons in the same room and at the same table at which [my
father] was writing: and as in those days Greek and English
Lexicons were not [there], .. .I was forced to have recourse to
him for the meaning of every word which I did not know."
(Autobiography, page 9)
Father and son also engaged in dialogue while walking on
Newington Green before breakfast. "In these walks I always
accompanied him, and with my earliest recollections of green
fields and wild flowers, is mingled that of the account I gave
him daily of what I had read the day before." (11)
The young Mill reports that his father did make him
read books, however, in which he might not have had much
interest in reading himsel£ (Let Lawrence students take heed
of this wise practice.)
A third aspect of his education was that the young man
was asked by his father to teach Latin to his younger sister.
This was evidence of an enlightened strategy for acquiring
the ability to teach oneself, for no method is more effective
for learning than that of teaching others, and, for its time, this
was an enlightened attitude to the education of women.
James Mill was truly an exceptional educator. From ages
8-12,John Stuart Mill read a great range ofbooks in Latin by
Virgil, Livy, Ovid, and Cicero. He was also reading Homer's
Iliad by then and had begun Aristotle's Rhetoric and Logic.
It was here in the Logic that Mill acquired his faith in hearing
the reasoning of antagonists so as to "become capable of
disentangling the intricacies of confused and self-contradictory thought" (23), but he credited Plato's Dialogues for
providing the argumentative structure that he was to use in
his praise of free discussion in On Liberty.
Mill wrote: "The Socratic method, of which the Platonic
dialogues are the chief example, is unsurpassed as a discipline

Lawrence favors constructed knowledge gained through free
and engaged participation in the pursuit of understanding.

for correcting the errors, and clearing up the confusions [that
may beset]. .. the man of vague generalities [who] is constrained either to express his meaning to himself in definite
terms, or to confess that he does not know what he is talking
about .... " (25)
Finally, John Stuart Mill shared one additional principle
about his father's tutorial approach: James Mill never told
his son how to read Greek or Latin, nor did he permit anything the boy learned to be "a mere exercise of memory." (35)
Instead, "he strove to make the understanding not only go
along with every step of the teaching, but if possible, precede
it. Anything which could be found out by thinking, I never
was told, until I had exhausted my efforts to find it out for
myself." (35)
This then is the story ofJohn Stuart Mill's tutorial education. It is not a leap, I think, from considering his individualized learning as a splendid example of this form of education
to seeing it as the generative experience that may have inspired
and informed the writing of On Liberty.
Individualized learning at Lawrence
Learning at Lawrence follows many of the precepts of Mill's
philosophy, including emphasis on free discussion and on
providing environments in which inquiry is foremost and
where students learn by doing, reading, applying theories,
and practicing new techniques, as opposed to memorizing
information only in preparation for test-taking. Lawrence
does not put a high priority on received knowledge but instead
favors constructed knowledge gained through free and engaged
participation in the ongoing pursuit of clearer understanding.
Here are three examples of outstanding student work
from last year, mentored by faculty from our Conservatory of
Music and Department ofBiology.
The purpose of tutorials is not to instruct or convey
information so much as to induce students to consider ways
to evaluate evidence and make connections among diverse
pieces of evidence. This purpose was central last year in the

Robert Boeckman '06 uses computer-assisted image analysis to determine
plankton size structure in Green Bay, Lake Michigan, during a summer research
project with Professor Bart De Stasio '82.

field work undertaken by Assistant Professor of Biology Jodi
Sedlock with her students.
Professor Sedlock, a biologist with a second undergraduate degree in fine arts, has always hoped that she would
be able to find a way to apply her arts background to her conservation work. Through a fellowship from the AsiaNetwork
Foundation, she brought Lawrence students with her to the
Philippines to participate in a survey of the bat community
within Mount Isarog Natural Park.
The students not only learned to work with the bats, they
also learned, as their teacher says, "what it means to be a poor
Filipino whose life depends on exploiting the very resources
that we [were] working to protect." After the field work was
completed, she stayed on with two Lawrentians to work with
the Camerines Sur State Agricultural College to assist with
developing educational materials.
She observes that "[a]rt is a wonderful tool for communicating conservation science to people whose every action
directly affects the land and its inhabitants .... [W]e produced
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Peer learning is another benefit of environments that ... encourage collaborative effort.

At a poster session, students discuss cancer
research.

an educational poster in the local language that explained very
simply the value of bats and what farmers can do to ensure
their survival. This poster and an associated brochure have
been distributed to villages around the park and to elementary
schools."
The alternation of teacher and student roles in learning
allows the student to learn if his or her claims are wrong, one
of Mill's benefits of free discussion. Peer learning is another
benefit of environments that foster exchange and that encourage collaborative effort in order collectively to accumulate
greater truth and clearer understanding. Associate Professor
of Biology Bart De Stasio's field work with his students in
aquatic biology and a small-group tutorial on cancer research
taught by Beth De Stasio '83, associate professor of biology
and the Raymond H. Herzog Professor of Science, both
achieved these goals.
According to its course description, the Cancer Biology
tutorial was designed to promote an understanding of "the
molecular origins of cancer [and] the methods used to diagnose
and treat cancers of various types and stages" and to "build a
large-scale model of the pathways of cancer induction." The
tutorial aimed "[t]o improve students' ability[ies] to read,
discuss, and evaluate primary literature in molecular and cell
biology [and to] allow students to gain an understanding of
the long-term scientific enterprise, including approaches,
methods, interpretations, and the sociology of science."
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Students in aquatic biology courses
with Bart De Stasio '82 begin their learning process by participating in fieldsampling excursions to lakes and rivers
around Wisconsin. Lately, his students
have been examining changes in foodweb interactions in Lake Winnebago
following invasion by zebra mussels, as
well as performing ecological monitoring of aquatic invasive species in the
lower Fox River. The latter project is
part of the state effort to reopen the lock-and-dam navigational system on the Fox River.
"Learning to function as part of a team is important,"
Professor De Stasio has written, "and often [is] necessary,
when large projects are attempted or where conditions might
become hazardous. However, this type of collective learning
also provides important individual skills needed to tackle,
effectively, more independent work. Students progressively
increase their abilities and confidence to [undertake] independent research in biology courses, with many conducting
senior projects."
The final example is a work of music composition by
David Werfelmann '06, which demonstrates free and highly
developed expression through music writing and performance.
David's faculty mentors on this project were Joanne Metcalf,
assistant professor of music; Fred Sturm '73, the Kimberly
Clark Professor of Music; and David Becker, professor of
music, with the assistance of David Berk, director of instructional technology.
Professor Metcalf states: "Serving as a mentor for The
Black Pirate [project] alongside my colleagues Fred Sturm
and David Becker was especially rewarding because it showed
what the combined powers of cooperation and mutual respect
can achieve .... [David Werfelmann] wanted to achieve the
very best, most professional result possible, and I was glad
to push him toward it .. .I think that the project not only

Werfelmann's project showed us all what is possible through trust and cooperation.

David Werfelmann '06

showed David what he was capable of doing ... it showed us all
(faculty, staff, and students) what is possible through trust and
cooperation."
The project resulted in an original film score, roughly 12
minutes in length, written by David Werfelmann to accompany an existing silent move, The Black Pirate, and performed
by 52 musicians from the conservatory. An excerpt can be
viewed and heard at www.lawrence.edu/news/pubs/pirate/.
Conclusion
It is clear that the goals of liberal education are deeply
embedded and superbly represented in the nature of learning
at Lawrence. I congratulate the members of the faculty for
their part in sustaining Lawrence's tradition of liberal excellence and look forward to celebrating their accomplishments
and those of their students across all disciplines during this
academic year.
I refer one more time to John Stuart Mill's connection of free discussion with intellectual development. It
seems to me and to Provost and Dean of the Faculty David
Burrows that there is no more basic social context for conducting constructive debates, on a high intellectual plane, as
the conversations that can take place between a student and
a faculty member and among students and among faculty.
Therefore, during the course of this academic year, we look
forward to a theme year on individualized learning, featuring
invited addresses, plenary sessions, panels, and a joint conference with Oxford University next spring (see inside front
cover for details).
In the process, we are exploring ways we can support
effective individualized learning, sharing ideas, best practices,
and innovations. Faculty Associate to the President Beth
De Stasio is helping organize presentations and debates
devoted to determining the value of individualized learning,
the essence of the various forms of individualized learning,
and some of the important challenges of individualized learnmg programs.

One final note: We may ask ourselves: Why? To what end,
with what outcomes in sight, with what aspirations do we
seek to nurture an environment of liberal learning and free
discussion at Lawrence?
In Provost Burrows' words, it is "to help each student
develop as an individual with the cognitive abilities, sense of
self, and commitment to ethical and effective action that form
the basis of a life of fulfillment and excellence."
I'd like to highlight his phrase "commitment to ethical
and effective action." Hedonism is not the desired result of
individual development. Demonstrations of egoism are not
the goal of free discussions. Rather, liberal learning is invested
with the aspiration to place individuals within a social context, each exercising self-development in order to bring more
insight and benefit to the shared human condition. To affirm
that purpose, I end with a quotation from John Stuart Mill:

It is not by wearing down into uniformity all that is
individual in themselves, but by cultivating it and calling it forth, within the limits imposed by the rights and
interests of others, that human beings become a noble and
beautiful object of contemplation ... .In proportion to the
development of his individuality, each person becomes
more valuable to himself, and is therefore capable ofbeing
more valuable to others. (On Liberty, 62-63)
jill Beck, President

john Stuart Mill texts cited in the President's Message
Autobiography. Eds. John M. Robson and Jack Stillinger.
Toronto and Buffalo: University of Toronto Press, 1981.
Vol. 1 of Collected Works ofjohn Stuart Mill.
On Liberty. Ed. Albury Castell. New York: AppletonCentury-Crofts, 194 7.
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Financial report

he combination of exceedingly strong fundraising results, increased student revenue
emanating from our robust enrollment, and
a good market and its positive impact on the
endowment enabled the college to balance the
budget and fully cover depreciation. In addition, the statement of financial position (page 12)
indicates that total net assets grew to $305 million,
versus $279 million the preceding year, and total
liabilities dropped slightly, to $68.5 million.
Operations
Total unrestricted operating revenue (see statement of activities on page 11) represents the critical dollars for the college's
operating budget. This past year, that revenue grew to nearly
$54 million, a hefty 15 percent increase over last year's $46.7
million that comfortably covered the college's $49.6 million in expenditures. Non-operating temporarily restricted
income increased dramatically to approximately $12 million
(versus $733,542), reflecting principally gifts and pledge
payments received for future construction projects. Permanently
restricted non-operating income - principally endowment
commitments- reached $3.9 million, more than double the
. year's sum.
prev1ous
This year's statement of activities includes a new expense
of $3.2 million that reflects the college's asbestos removal
liability in response to the Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) interpretation of FIN 47 that requires us to
estimate and account for future asbestos clean-up costs.
Hence, we have recorded $158,433 as a 2006 expense and
$2.99 million for years prior to 2006 as a cumulative effect of
this change in accounting principle.

Endowment
As of June 30, 2006, the college's endowment reached an
all-time high of $200.4 million. Our overall return for fiscal
2006 was 12.06 (versus 7.94 percent in fiscal2005). Lawrence
trustee J. Terrence Franke '68 became chair of the investment
committee this past year, succeeding Richard Gunderson,
who provided exemplary leadership on this committee
until becoming trustee emeritus in October 2005. Franke
and the committee work closely with the college's investment
advisors, Ennis Knupp of Chicago, to bolster the endowment return and gradually reduce the endowment distribution to the operating budget to no more than 5 percent of
invested assets. This past year, our endowment performance
matched the performance benchmark set by Ennis Knupp
and also exceeded the 11.0 percent return of the Endowment/
Foundation Index.
Gregory A. Volk
Executive Vice President

Statement of activities for the year ended June 30, 2oo6, with comparative totals for 20o5
Lawrence University of Wisconsin

2006

2005

Net student revenue

$30,215,815

$26,515,857

Auxiliary enterprises

2,152,914

2,090,845

11,000,000

11,000,000

797,414

574,857

10,068,933

4,064,123

595,910

532,784

$54,830,986

$44,778,466

$14,386,484

$12,923,336

601,569

575,114

Public service

1,374,190

1,298,434

Academic support

3,412,710

3,284,172

Student services

4,191,773

3,991,458

Institutional administration

7,909,295

7,870,431

Physical plant operations

6,018,559

5,342,945

64,041

47,786

3,549,291

3,392,433

Interest expense

2,504,508

2,218,055

Depreciation

5,632,230

5,552,390

$49,644,650

$46,496,554

9,547,116

3,566,301

Increase in beneficial interests in trusts

127,908

29,284

Change in value of split interest agreements

82,038

(19,049)

304,812

711,445

15,604,127

2,398,916

$25,666,001

$6,686,897

Operating revenues

Investment return designated for current operations
Government grants
Contribution revenue
Other income
Total operating revenues

Operating expenses
Instruction
Research

Student financial aid
Auxiliary enterprises expense

Total operating expenses

Non-operating income (expenses)
Investment return in excess of (less than) amounts
designated for current operations

Other non-operating items, net
Contributions for long-term purposes
Total non-operating income
Change in net assets before cumulative effect
of change in accounting principle

30,852,337

Cumulative effect of change in accounting principle

(2,998,959)

Change in net assets

27,853,378

4,968,809

Net assets, beginning of year

209,152,730

204,183,921

237,006,108

209,152,730

Net assets, end of year
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Statement of financial position as of June 30, 2oo6 and 20o5
Lawrence University of Wisconsin
2006

2005

$4,459,049

$437,817

138,821
284,949
471,208

177,991
13,045
108,050

10,812,992
185,062
330,983
3,263,737
4,231,388
196,550,339
84,822,353

2,569,538
186,820
348,121
3,490,447
4,230,290
181,582,919
86,619,079

$305,550,881

$279,764,117

$2,295,656
4,180,1 21
642,120
5,617,000
2,004,620
3,173,040
1,606,427
47,045,591
1,980,198

$1,439,084
5,641,348
710,892
4,531,000
1,937,501
1,525,754
52,833,582
1,992,226

$68,544,773

$70,611,387

Assets

Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Students accounts, net of allowance for doubtful
accounts of $180,000 and $155,000
Government grants
Accrued interest
Contributions, net of allowance for
doubtful accounts of $34,000 and $78,000
Other
Inventories
Prepaid expenses and other assets
Student loans receivable
Investments
Property and equipment, less accumulated depreciation
Total assets
Liabilities and net assets
Liabilities
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Deferred income and deposits
Line of credit
Postretirement obligation
Asset retirement obligation
Annuities payable
Long-term debt
U.S. government grants refundable
Total liabilities
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Net Assets
Unrestricted
Temporarily restricted
Permanently restricted
Total net assets

$83,098,374
44,356,839
109,550,895

$72,064,836
31,665,616
105,422,278

$237,006,108

$209,152,730

Total liabilities and net assets

$305,550,881

$279,764,117

ift income from private sources* totaled $18.6
million, a 144 percent increase from the $7.6
million received in 2004-05 and the second
......--. largest total in the college's history (surpassed
only by the $21.2 million received in 19992000). Major gifts from trustees and other
friends for the Campus Center and for expansion of the Bjorklunden lodge swelled total gift
receipts to this remarkable level.
Uses of Funds Received
Of the $18.6 million received, $5.5 million was received
in gifts directed to the physical plant, principally for the
Campus Center and Bjorklunden Expansion; $2.4 million for
the endowment; and $1.4 million in life income gifts. More
than $5.8 million was recorded as restricted current gifts. Gifts
to The Lawrence Fund reached $3.35 million, and $32,769
was received in other budget-relieving gifts.
Bequest income totaled $1.05 million. Membership in the
Lawrence-Downer Legacy Circle, open to those who have
made a bequest provision or other type of deferred gift, grew
to 662, versus 623 in 2004-05.
The Lawrence Fund
The majority of donors support the college by making gifts
to The Lawrence Fund, which provides direct and immediate support to the operating budget and thus has a profound
impact on the resources available to the teaching and learning
enterprise at Lawrence.
This past year, we secured $3,352,027 in Lawrence Fund
gifts, slightly less than the record-setting $3.431 million
received in fiscal 2005. Trustee support of The Lawrence
Fund tallied $756,054, an increase from last year's $726,483.
Membership in The Founders Club - donors of $1,000 or
more- grew to 753 members, a new record. Founders Club
members contributed $2.213 million - 66 percent - of
Lawrence Fund gifts.

* Although the figures here presented are in compliance with standards adopted
by CASE (Council for the Advancement and Support of Education) and NACUBO
(National Association of College and University Business Officers), they differ from
the presentation of gift income on the college's financial statements. This report
includes both gifts and payments on pledges received during 2005-06 but excludes
new pledges received during the fiscal year. Financial-statement gift income, on the
other hand, augments these numbers by the value of new pledges received during
the year and reduces them by the value of payments made on pledges received in
the prior fiscal year.

The Milestone Reunion Classes of1956, 1966, 1981, and
1996 raised 10 percent of all alumni Lawrence Fund gifts, and
the Class of1996 set a lOth Reunion record, with $61,406 in
gifts and pledges. The Classes of1981, 1966, and 1956 tripled
their Founders Club membership, with a grand total of 90
Founders Club members.
Some 2,212 parents of current and former students
contributed $206,268, and over 3,200 friends contributed
$163,900.
Gifts in support of operations at Bjorklunden totaled
$255,898, from 1,175 donors, 392 of whom became members
ofThe Boynton Society with gifts of $250 or more.
Alumni Donor Participation Rate
The alumni donor participation rate slipped a bit, to 50.0
percent versus 51.4 percent last year, with 6,985 alumni
donors versus 7,261 donors in 2004-05. Lawrence prides itself
on having one of the best alumni donor participation rates in
the country; it is an important measure, and one we strive to
increase each year.
Endowment and Physical Plant
Gifts to the endowment totaled $2.413 million, slightly ahead
oflast year's $2 million. More than $5.5 million was received
in gifts for the physical plant, including $2,827,149 in gifts
for the Campus Center. The college received word this past
summer of a $15 million anonymous gift for the Campus
Center project, which brings that facility much closer to
realization.
Extending the Reach:A Campaign for Bjorklunden has raised
more than $4 million in commitments to expand the lodge at
the college's northern campus, including $2,417,305 in gifts
this year. Construction began in September, and the addition is scheduled for completion by June 1, 2007, in order to
accommodate the Bjorklunden Seminars summer program.
Conclusion
On behalf of the Board of Trustees and the students, faculty,
and staff of Lawrence University, it is my privilege to express
our gratitude for the very generous financial support received
from Lawrence and Milwaukee-Downer alumni; parents of
current and former students; other friends of the college; and
numerous corporations, foundations, and organizations in
2005-06. Thank you.
Gregory A. Volk
Executive Vice President
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professor of psychology, is proud to be a
follower of the football team from Green Bay, an avid fisherman of the
muskellunge, and a determined ailurophile- but, beyond Packers, muskies,
and cats, he says, "My ultimate passion in life is teaching. I cannot think
of a time when I haven't pursued a career in teaching." A member of the
Lawrence faculty since 2000, he currently teaches Principles of Psychology,
Social Psychology, Health Psychology, Research Methods I and II, and
Psychology of Emotion. In 2004 he was selected by Lawrence students to
receive the Mrs. H. K. Babcock Award for having made "a positive impact
on the campus community." Today on the campus, he is co-sponsor for
the Psychology Student Association and faculty sponsor for SWAPH

(Students War Against Poverty and Hunger). His research explores the
nature and function of paradoxical smiling, laughing, and humor during the
experience of distressing emotional circumstances, typified by his recent
paper, "Smiling when distressed: When a smile is a frown turned upside
down," published in Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin. In his most
recent work in collaboration with Joe Alger '04, Kate Hoyme '04, and Jessica
Whitehead '05, he tested whether humor with content that matches the
source of distress is more effective in creating a positive mood than humor
that does not - conclusion: it is. Jessica Whitehead presented data from
this and further studies at the 2005 Wisconsin Psychological Association
conference and won the prize for Best Undergraduate Poster.

Faculty creative and scholarly achievements

embers of the Lawrence faculty
were active in scholarly endeavors
and creative projects throughout the
academic year. Space does not permit
listing their many accomplishments as
teachers, scholars, artists, musicians,
and speakers on campus, but some of
their significant off-campus achievements are summarized here.
cellist and professor of music, had several
performances as a conductor of the Orchestre Philharmonique Ste. Trinite in Haiti and also performed in France and
Bosnia during a tour in March.
predoctoral fellow in music theory, completed a
commissioned work, Descarga.
assistant professor of English, co-edited a
volume of poems, ((Words for the Hour": A New Anthology of
American Civil War Poetry, for which she wrote the introductory essay. She also published '"Drums Off the Phantom
Battlements': Dickinson's War Poems in Discursive Context" in
Emily Dickinson Companion, as well as "Addresses to a Divided
Nation: Images ofWar in Emily Dickinson and Walt Whitman" in Arizona Quarterly. She also read papers at several
professional meetings.
professor of music, received the 2006 Hanns
Kretzschmar Award for Excellence in the Arts, conferred at
the ninth annual Celebrating Our Volunteers event, for his 20
years of service as artistic director of Appleton's White Heron
Chorale.

professor of geology, co-authored the paper
"Hot fluids or rock in eclogite metamorphism?" in the journal Nature. Her book, Reading the Rocks: The Autobiography
of the Earth, has been issued in paperback and also has been
translated into French. Two papers, "Petrologic, hydrologic,
and rheological implications of a hotter Archean Earth" and
"Using image analysis to document the evolution of a crustalscale fault that helped to close the Mid-Continent Rift"
were published in Geological Society ofAmerica Abstracts with
Programs, the latter co-authored with Chris McFarlane '06.
assistant professor of history, published
"Cultural Diversity and the Interwar Conjuncture: Soviet
Nationality Policy in its Comparative Context" in Slavic
Review and "Nation and Empire in Soviet History, 19171953" inAb Imperio.
associate professor of philosophy,
had his paper "Gratitude and Justice" reprinted in Personal
Virtues: Introductory Essays. He is co-author of a paper in
press: "Rhetoric and Anger," to be published in Philosophy and
Rhetoric.
instructor in English," had two on-line publications: "John Donne's 'To His Mistress Going to Bed' As an
Open Source" and "Sequence and Design in Wroth's Pamphilia
to Amphilanthus" in A Manuscript Miscellany, Folger Shakespeare Library.
the Frank C. Shattuck Professor of Music,
chaired the editorial board of journal of Singing, published by
the National Association ofTeachers of Singing.
the Alice G. Chapman Professor of Physics, co-authored "Hyperfine Structure in the 4p55d States of
83
Kr" in Phys. Rev. A.
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Lawrence Postdoctoral Fellow in Biology, was
co-author of "Home Range, Territoriality, and Flight Time
Budgets in the Black-bellied Fruit Bat, Melonyceris melanops
(Pteropodidae)" in the journal of Mammalogy and presented
"The Historical Biography of Dobsonia (Chiroptera, Pteroposdidae) in Australasia" at the 35th Annual North American
Symposium on Bat Research.
professor of religious studies, presented "Kierkegaard,
Freud, and the Psychology of Conversion'' at the American
Academy of Religion.
associate professor of geology, received two
grants for his work: "The Effects of Sediment Transport
and Periphyton Growth on Hyporheic Exchange" from the
National Center for Earth-Surface Dynamics and "Application of Hydrologic Modeling and Stormwater Management
to Evaluate Changes in Channel Morphology" from the
Associated Colleges of the Midwest.
professor of physics and the Philetus E. Sawyer
Professor of Science, gave a poster presentation, "Introducing
Finite Element Methods in Undergraduate Physics," at the
meeting of the American Association of Physics Teachers.
associate professor of music, recorded a CD of
trumpet music by Karel Husa, on which he is featured as
trumpet soloist on Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra, the first
recording of that work.
assistant professor of anthropology, wrote
"Women, Gender, Migration Policies, and Laws: Egypt" in
the Encyclopedia of Women and Islamic Cultures.
•
associate professor of biology, is co-author
of a grant received from the National Science Foundation:
''Acquisition of Real-Time Thermocycler and Digital Imager
for Interdisciplinary Research in Northeast Wisconsin." At
the State of the Lake Annual Meeting: Lake Michigan, he
presented "Green Bay zooplankton communities: changes in
abundance and community structure following invasion by
the zebra mussel Dreissena polymorpha, " "Trophic status of
southern Green Bay: Persistence of a trophic gradient and
recent changes in relative abundance of cyanobacteria," and
a poster presentation, "The Bay Data Acquisition Project,"
all with Travis Haas '07, William Daniels '07, and Michael
Schrimpf '06.
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associate professor of biology and the
Raymond H. Herzog Professor of Science, gave three conference presentations of papers co-authored with Lawrence students: "Characterization of a male mating defect in C. elegans,"
with Patrick McEachern '06 and "Effect ofkairomone on protein expression in Daphnia pulex, "with Christopher Meyer '06
at the Pew Midstates Science and Mathematics Consortium
Undergraduate Research Symposium and "Mutations of the
sup-9/unc-93 potassium channel affect male mating behavior," with Patrick McEachern and Andrew J. Ow '06 at the
C. Elegans Meeting on Neural Development, Synaptic Function, and Behavior at the University ofWisconsin-Madison.
professor of Spanish, authored "La identidad
cultural en el arte de America Latina y de Macau" in Macau:
Puente entre China y America Latina and "Borges' Women
in Film" in "Bridging Continents: Cinematic and Literary
Representations of Spanish and Latin American Themes,"
Chasqui: revista de literatura latinoamericana. He presented
"Border Literatures in the United States" in the Graduate
Seminar Lecture Series at Universidad Nacional de Cuyo
in Mendoza, Argentina; ''Argentina Then and Now" for the
Noon Hour Philosophers of Appleton; "El cine hispano como
sitio de historia, memoria, e identidad" to the Midwest Modern Language Association conference on "History, Memory,
Exile"; and "Hispanic, Latino, and Latin American Identities in the United States" at Ripon College. Art exhibitions
by Professor Fares have included "Landscapes" at the Grace
Chosy Gallery in Madison, "Door County Landscapes" at
Fine Line Designs Art Gallery in Ephraim; and "Landscapes"
at the Katie Gingrass Gallery in Madison.
professor of economics, gave a presentation
titled "Health Care Economics" to the International Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans Conference on Health Care
Management.
associate professor of government, published
several articles and book chapters in the past year, including
"Pensions, Public Opinion, and the Graying of China" in Asia
Policy; "State Sector Shrinkage and Workforce Reduction in
1990s China" in the European journal ofPolitical Economy; and
"Commanding Heights Industrialization and Wage Determination in the Chinese Factory, 1950-1957" in How China
Works: Perspectives on the 20th Century Industrial Workplace. In
January, he presented "China's Welfare State: Emerging or
Collapsing?" on the panel "Hard Times: The Current Labor
Situation in China" at the Woodrow Wilson International
Center for Scholars and briefed House and Senate committee
staff members on developments in social security in China.

When Professor of Music
gave up a tenured position and
turned his back on a 21-year stint as director of orchestras and professor
of the graduate orchestral conducting program at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison to become the conductor of the Lawrence Symphony
Orchestra, it wasn't the bright lights of College Avenue that drew him to
Appleton. After studying music at Ithaca College and the University of
Louisville, he first came to Lawrence early in his career, spending four years
in the mid-1970s with the Conservatory of Music as a teacher of viola and
director of orchestral studies. Upon leaving Lawrence, he went on to teach
at Oberlin and then the University of Miami, returning to Wisconsin in
1984 to take up the appointment at Madison. When he took a leave of

absence in 2005 to teach at Lawrence for the academic year, he didn't have
any set future plans. Before the year was out, however, he knew that he
wanted to stay permanently. While declaring that it was his enormous
respect for the Conservatory students and faculty and for Lawrence as an
institution that ultimately influenced his decision, he is quick to single out
his fellow ensemble directors for praise, citing the high energy, creativity,
and collaborative spirit that flourishes within the halls of the Conservatory.
"There is a level of collegial cooperation right now at Lawrence that is
simply amazing," he says. That, as Becker points out, is something that is not
all that common in higher education and, in the end, proved hard to resist.

In every government course he teaches, assistant professor ·
likes to introduce a story. He assigns stories or readings to his students and
asks that they examine them as case studies, testing theories and other
constructs covered in class. He hopes that in doing so, they will come to
see and appreciate how patterns emerge in politics, a personal interest that
has guided his own research. Apolitical scientist trained in game theory and
social choice theory, who uses quantitative analysis to examine leadership
and coalition building in Congress and the American political system at
large, Hixon is fascinated by the nitty-gritty of political maneuvering
- how specific political strategies are employed to manipulate outcomes
and achieve individual ends. While he regularly employs quantitative

methodology to uncover and map patterns of political behavior, he notes
that it is not always the pattern itself that is intrinsically interesting but any
meaningful deviation from it - the twists and turns that unexpectedly
arise, often due to the skill of one politician. The author of several articles
published in political science journals on the use of floor procedures and
legislature rules in the U.S. House of Representatives, he recently presented
a paper, "Heresthetics and Game Theory" at the Midwest Political Science
Association conference. Another paper, "Agendas, Side Issues, and
Leadership in the U.S. House" has been accepted for publication by the
journal of Theoretical Politics.

professor of psychology, received Honorable
Mention for the Gordon Allport Intergroup Relations
Prize for a paper accepted at the Journal of Personality and
Social Psychology. He also published three papers during the
past year: "Ambivalent sexism, power distance, and gender
inequality across cultures" in Social comparison processes and
levels of analysis; "Evaluations of sexy women in high and
low status jobs" (published with several Lawrence students)
in Psychology of Women Quarterly; and "Sexisme, MasculiniteFeminite et Facteurs Culturels" (with co-authors) in Revue
Internationale de Psychologie Sociale. He also gave invited talks
and conference presentations at the American Psychological
Association, the University of Wisconsin, Yale University,
Stanford University, the University of Minnesota, and the
Association of Psychological Science. Another paper was
reprinted in the book Questions of Gender: Perspectives and
Paradoxes.

professor of English and the John N. Bergstrom Professor of Humanities, contributed an article, "The
Grub-street Journal: Construction and Control oflts Readership" to Literature, History, and Culture: Essays in Commemoration ofthe Life and Work of Simon Varey, published by Bucknell
University Press.
professor of psychology, had two publications
resulting from his work: "Music and language learning: Effect
of musical training on learning L2 speech contrasts" in Second-language speech learning: the role of language experience in
speech perception and production: A Festschrift in honor ofJames
Emil Flege and "Production of Mandarin tone contrasts by
musicians and non-musicians" in the journal of the Acoustical Society ofAmerica. He received a Marshall Fund Research

Grant for research at the Norwegian University of Science
and Technology, Trondheim, Norway, to study Norwegian
and American speech perception and production.
associate professor of psychology, had several
scholarly publications, including The Children's Attributional Style Interview: Paper-and-pencil versions, Procedural
Manual, in collaboration with Robin Wells '04, Colleen Conley '97, Beth Louie '04, Anneli Lukk '05, and Adam Miner
'05 and "The role of statistical educators in the quantitative
literacy movement" in the journal of Statistics Education and
"Lawrence University: Qtantitative reasoning across the
curriculum'' in Current Practices in Quantitative Literacy, both
with Joy Jordan, associate professor of statistics.

assistant professor of chemistry, received a major
grant from the National Institutes of Health: "Leukocyte signaling in virus-induced asthma exacerbation." He is author
or co-author of several other successful grant proposals, two
from the National Science Foundation and one from the European Molecular Biology Organization.
lecturer in music and university organist, performed the inaugural concert in the Robert and Irma
Korbitz Recital Series at St. Stephen s Lutheran Church in
Monona, performing works by Buxtehude, Bach, Stephen
Paulus, Durufie, Widor, and Guilmant on a new Rosales pipe
organ.
adjunct associate professor of anthropology and dean of student academic services, was first author on
an article about the theory of advising titled "The Learning
Paradigm and Academic Advising: Ten Organizing Principles" in the National Academic Advising journal.
professor of psychology, in collaboration with
Elizabeth Martin '03, published "Nicotine-ethanol interactions in flash-evoked potentials and behavior of Long-Evans
rats" in Pharmacology Biochemistry and Behavior.
associate professor of English, presented
a paper, "On the Margins of Modernism?: Making It New
in the Harlem Renaissance" at the Society for the Study of the
Multi-Ethnic Literature of the United States.
professor of French, presented a conference
paper, "Marie Nimier at the Wheel: Memory and the Narrative Drive," at the Midwestern Modern Language Association and published a book review, ''Annie Saumont's Nabiroga
and Un Soir, a Ia maison," in the French Review. She received
a grant from the Associated Colleges of the Midwest for a
project on life writing.
assistant professor of music, had an article, "'The
Harmony of the Spheres'- A New Spin on an Old Story,"
accepted to appear in the book Musical Theology. He gave
an invited colloquium at Northwestern University titled
"Elegant Mathematics, Cognition, and Scientific Investigations ofTonality."
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associate professor of anthropology, has received
several grants for his work with the Appleton Collaborative
Nutrition Project. He also organized and led an Associated
Colleges of the Midwest Conference on "Biological Anthropology and Liberal Arts Colleges."

paper, on "The Influence of Spermine and 6-benzylaminopurine on Putative Caspase Activity During Senescence in
Marchantia porymorpha Thalli," co-authored by Justin Seaman
'02, Travis Orth '03, and Ross Mueller '01, is in press at the
International journal ofPlant Science.

professor of music, gave several saxophone
performances in 2005-06, including a concerto performance
at the conference of the North American Saxophone Alliance
and a recital in Taiwan, where he served as an adjudicator for
the Taiwan National Performance Competition.

professor emeritus of anthropology, has a new
book, Inconstant Companions: Archaeology and North American
Indian Oral Traditions, published by the University of Alabama Press.

associate professor of music, gave trombone
performances and clinics, including Stravinsky's Rite ofSpring
with the Green Bay Symphony.
associate professor of music, continued
her work as chorus master, pianist, and coach at the Glimmerglass Opera, Cooperstown, N.Y., and as pianist with the
Palm Beach Opera.
associate professor of computer science,
gave two peer-reviewed paper presentations on his work:
"Stochastic Deliberation Scheduling using GSMDPs" for the
Florida Artificial Intelligence Research Society and "Other
Agents' Actions as Asynchronous Events" at the American
Association for Artificial Intelligence spring symposium on
"Distributed Plan and Schedule Management."
associate professor of German, gave a presentation titled "Qyestioning Style of Pro-Se Defendants" at the
annual conference of the Law and Society Association.
professor of art history and the Ottilia Buerger
Professor of Classical Studies, published her book, Marbleworkers in the Athenian Agora, with the American School of
Classical Studies at Athens. She is a recipient of the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellowship for the
2006-07 year, in support of her work on votive reliefs from the
Agora excavations in Athens.
professor of biology, co-authored two
papers, "The Expression of Cytosolic Protein Kinase C
Activity in Marchantia porymorphaThalli and Its Relationship
to Spermine During Programmed Cell Death," with Matt
Koeberl '04, in The Bryologist and "DNA Fragmentation in
Marchantia porymorphaThalli in Response to Spermine Treatment," with Dustin Pagoria '02, in Int. J Plant Sci. A third
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associate professor of classics, contributed an
article on Catullus and Horace to the forthcoming Blackwell's
Companion to Catullus. Reviews of his book, Horace: Image,
Identity, and Audience, have appeared in three European journals: Gnomon, Latomus, and Les Etudes Classiques.
assistant professor of music, has completed
two compositions, La Serenissima (Act II of Orphans of the
Heavenry City) and Light. She also received an ASCAP
Plus Award. Her compositions Il nome del bel fior and Kyria
christifera were performed at the Harvard Center for Italian
Renaissance Studies in Florence, Italy. Other performances
of her works were heard in New York, Glasgow, Edinburgh,
Germany, and Estonia. She was selected as the Alpha Chi
Omega Foundation Fellow for her fall residency at the
MacDowell Colony.
associate professor of music, performed
"Divas of Mozart's Day'' for the VII International Symposium
of Voice in honor of the 250th anniversary of Mozart's birth.
She also released a CD, ''American Songs," featuring music
of living American composers, toured Mexico in concert, and
had a residency at Tel Aviv University.
associate professor of music, gave three
performances as principal violist of the Green Bay Symphony
and, as a member of the Lawrence Chamber Players, was heard
twice on Wisconsin Public Radio's "Sunday Afternoon Live
from the Chazen." In July 2005, he performed in a chamber
music recital at Oberlin College with violinist Stephen Clapp,
dean of the Juilliard School of Music.
assistant professor of economics, co-authored
"Optimal Control of Acid Rain in Japan and China: A GameTheoretic Analysis," which will appear in Regional Science and
Urban Economics.
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Given her expertise in the arena of probability, it should come as no surprise
that •
associate professor of statistics, has only purchased a
lottery ticket once in her life, and that was on a whim for a $360 million
jackpot. Her scholarship focuses on methods of teaching and learning
statistics and carefully assessing those methods. She employs creative
writing assignments to assist students grappling with statistical concepts
and, inspired by musician Eminem in the movie Eight Mile, performs an
end-of-term statistics "rap" to provide a musical review of concepts
covered during the term. A member of the faculty since 1999, Jordan
co-wrote, with Associate Professor of Psychology Beth Haines, the article
"The Role of Statistics Educators in the Quantitative Literacy Movement"
for the journal of Statistics Education. Among other things, the article
addresses the difficulty students encounter when transferring knowledge

from one disciplinary context to another. Jordan was presented the 2006
Waller Education Award by the American Statistical Association's Section on
Statistical Education, the first professor from a liberal arts college to receive
the award. In July, she delivered the address "A (Non-Random) Sample of
Topics in Statistics Education" at the Conference on Teaching Introductory
Statistics at the Medical College of Wisconsin, and in August she participated
in the panel "Learning from and Applying Statistics Education Research to
Our Own Teaching" at the Joint Statistical Meetings in Seattle. A native of
Mount Vernon, Iowa, and a former standout prep volleyball player, Jordan
was inducted into the Iowa High School Athletic Hall of Fame in November.
Mathematics majors Danielle Jordan '07, left, and Stephanie Kliethermes '07,
right, are doing an independent study on multivariate statistical analysis
with Professor Jordan.

assistant professor of music, is only the third director of
bands at the Lawrence Conservatory of Music in the past 50-plus years. Since
2004 he has wielded the baton passed down by Fred "Prof" Schroeder, who
held the post from 1951 to 1978, and Robert Levy, professor emeritus of music,
who was leader of the bands from 1979 to 2004. In addition to conducting
the Wind Ensemble and the Symphonic Band, Mast teaches courses in
conducting, band history, and music education, including an instrumental
music methods class for students who are about to begin student teaching.
Lawrence Conservatory faculty members are typically in high demand as
guest conductors, competition adjudicators, and consultants, and Mast is no
exception; he has conducted honor bands and festivals throughout Wisconsin,
Iowa, Illinois, and Kentucky and regularly works with area high school band

programs. The Wind Ensemble, along with the Lawrence University Jazz
Ensemble, was selected to perform during the Wisconsin Music Educators
Association annual conference in October 2005. In May 2006, Mast was
invited to the Czech Republic to conduct the wind ensemble of the Pilzen
Conservatory as part of their Liberation Day festivities. In addition to all
that, he is co-founder and president of the Vincent Persichetti Society, a
nascent organization dedicated to preserving and honoring the research,
performance, and recordings of Persichetti (1915- 87), one of the most
prolific composers of the 20th century, and has done extensive research in
the Persichetti archives of the New York Public Library. With Mast in Harper
Hall are Keegan White '07 and Sarah Tochiki '07.

assistant professor of studio art, presented his
work in a group show,Artooning, at a gallery in New York; did
permanent public art projects in Nebraska and North Carolina; and recently completed a commission for St. Elizabeth
Hospital in Appleton. In addition, he serves as artist-in-residence in the Kohler Arts/Industry program.

Original Homelands of Proto-Language" with three coauthors, in Cross-Cultural Research. He also co-authored a
book chapter, "Southeast-Southwest-Mexico: Continental
Perspectives on Mississippian Politics," in Leadership and Polity in Mississippian Society and published a book review and an
encyclopedia article, "Trade."

assistant professor of music, was invited
to perform solo piano recitals and to conduct master classes at
the Jerusalem Rubin Academy of Music in Israel; Dusseldorf's
Anton Rubinstein Academy of Music, in Germany; and the
National Conservatory of Music, in Kazakhstan. He has
appeared as a concerto soloist, as well as in solo and collaborative recitals, and has completed a CD project of music for
oboe and piano written by 20th-century Russian composers.

professor of German, published his second
book, History, Fiction, and Germany: Writing the 19th-Century
Nation, and also produced several book reviews. His upcoming presentation at the Modern Language Association is
titled "Theodor Fontane's Monumental Ambiguity." During
the spring recess he accompanied nine students to Berlin as
part of the course Berlin: Experiencing a Great City.

professor of art history, published "Tradition and
Innovation in the Cycles of Miniatures Accompanying the
Hours of the Virgin in Early 15th-Century English Books
of Hours" in Manuscripts in Transition: Recycling Manuscripts,
Texts, and Images. He also gave an invited lecture titled "The
Da Vinci Code: Fact or Fiction?"
associate professor of music, as a member
of the Arcos Piano Trio, recorded a CD of chamber works
by American women composers Amy Beach, Ellen Taaffe
Zwilich, and Joan Tower. He also gave several recitals, solo
programs, and master classes, including two concerts in the
U.S. Virgin Islands.
associate professor of chemistry,
co-authored ''A Safer, Easier, Faster Synthesis for CdSe
Qyantum Dot Nanocrystals," published in the journal of
Chemical Education. She gave a number of presentations
and invited lectures, including "Nanowhat?" and "The Big
Promise of Small Science: An Introduction to Nanoscience
and Nanotechnology." She and a colleague presented a workshop titled "The ABCs of Nanotechnology," at an All-Africa
conference in Marrakech, Morocco. Her Lawrence student
collaborators Cherisse Hall '07, Benjamin Glover '08, and
Richard Amankawah '06 presented "Fox River Water Qyality
Monitoring PCB Analyses and Nutrient Testing." Much of
her work is funded by a National Science Foundation grant,
"Strengthening and Enhancing Lawrence's Nanoscience and
Nanotechnology Program."
professor of anthropology, published two
journal articles: "Synchrony in the New World: An Example
of Ethnoarcheology" in Cross-Cultural Research and "CrossCultural Research as a 'Rosetta Stone' for Discovering the

associate professor of history and the Robert
S. French Professor of American Studies, has contracts for
three books, including Bayard Rustin: American Dreamer, The
Operator: The Life and Times of Walter O'Malley, and The
American Conversation. He delivered lectures and papers
titled "Space Wars: Urban Space and the Resegregation of
the American City," "Like Strangers: Blacks, Jews, and New
York City's Ocean Hill-Brownsville Crisis," and "American
Metaphor: Race and Baseball in the United States." His entry
on "The Ocean Hill-Brownsville Strike" was published in the
Encyclopedia of US. Labor and Working- Class History. He also
wrote several book reviews and encyclopedia entries.
professor of mathematics, has several articles
that are to appear shortly or have recently appeared, including
"From Centripedal Forces to Conic Orbits: A Path through
the Early Sections of Newton's Principia" in Studies in
History and Philosophy of Science; "Force, Deflection, and
Time: Proposition 6 of Newton's Principia" in Historia Mathematica; "The Importance of Being Equivalent: Newton's Two
Models for One-Body Motion," reprinted in Injinitesimals,
and "Newton's Interpretation of Newton's Second Law" in
Archive for History ofExact Sciences.
associate professor of education and the Bee
Connell Mielke Professor of Education, received a grant from
the Mielke Family Foundation, Inc., in support of the Mielke
Summer Institute and a study of the Institute's effect on
its participants, who are teachers from the Appleton and
Shawano school districts.
assistant professor, library, coordinated a panel
discussion on "Libraries and the USA-PATRIOT Act" for the
Fox Valley Chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union of
Wisconsin.
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Physics Society. He is co-author, with Joan
Marler, Lawrence Fellow in Physics, of a forthcoming article,
''A Kilogauss-scale, High-vacuum Toroidal Electron Plasma
Experiment, to be published in an issue of the American Institute ofPhysics Conference Proceedings.

assistant professor of history, contribu~d "New
Harmony" and "Nashoba" to the Encyclopedia ofBritish-American Relations. She also presented a paper, "Lost Boys: Elite
British Big Game Hunters in the American West, 18701914," at the Association for the Study of Play.

the Kimberly-Clark Professor of Music,
composed "Forever Spring" for The Baseball Music Project in
New York City, with performances featuring Baseball Hall
of Fame star Dave Winfield and symphony orchestras in
Seattle, Houston, Phoenix, Indianapolis, Detroit, Miami,
and Chicago. He conducted six high school all-state jazz
ensembles and served as musical director for performances of
his jazz works in Germany, Italy, Sweden, and Norway.

professor of philosophy, published an
article titled "Descriptions" in the Continuum Encyclopedia of
British Philosophy.
professor of French, had her paper "DoubleTake: Louis Malle's Competing Versions of France under
Nazi Occupation" published as the lead article in Women in
French Studies on French/Francophone Culture and Literature
through Film. She also published a book review, "Sophie
Simon's 'Un Sujet de Conversation,"' in The French Review;
organized a panel on "Romancieres for a New Millennium"
at the Midwest Modern Language Association; and authored
three conference papers, "The Q:yeer War of Jean Cocteau,"
"Bertrand Tavernier's Laissez-passer: An Introduction to the
Cinema of the Occupation," and "Beyond Collaboration and
Resistance: The Cinema of Occupied France, 1940-1944."

associate professor of Chinese, had his book,
Colloquial Amdo Tibetan -A Complete Course for Adult English
Speakers, published by China Tibetology Publishing House.
He also presented three papers at professional meetings:
"Teaching Xuci (Functional Categories) at Study Abroad
Programs in China" at the First International Conference
on Chinese Language Education, "Subjectivity in Chinese
and Tibetan'' at the North American Conference on Chinese
Linguistics, and ''A Four-Tone Autosegmental Analysis
on the Tone Sandhi of Lhasa Tibetan" at the International
Conference on Sino-Tibetan Languages and Linguistics. He
received a grant from the Associated Colleges of the Midwest
to study the Tone Sandhi phenomenon of Lhasa Tibetan.

assistant professor of music, performed in
the opera Giasone with the Aspen Music Festival, sang at the
Greenwich Music Festival, and gave a voice master class for
the Academy of Music at St. Francis in the Fields.

assistant professor of Spanish, had an article
accepted for publication in Hispanic Review: "Mia o de
naiden: La reescritura de la violencia en "Pasion de historia"
de Ana Lydia Vega." She presented a paper at the Midwestern Modern Language Association: "Dictadores y travestis:
Transexualidad, memoria e identidad nacional en Una mala
noche !a tiene cualquiera de Eduardo Mendicutti (Espana,
1982) y Tengo miedo torero de Pedro Lemebel (Chile, 2001)."

associate professor of physics, wrote two
papers in collaboration with Lawrence students: "Update on
the design and construction of an ultra high vacuum, kilogauss scale toroidal electron plasma experiment" and ''Assessing confinement limitations and scaling for toroidal electron
plasma using the m=1 dicotron frequency," with Bao Ha '07
and Duncan Ryan '06, were given at the 2005 meeting of
the American Physical Society, Division of Plasma Physics
and abstracts of both papers were published in the Bulletin

assistant professor of chemistry, was an
author on a publication in the journal of Physical Chemistry
titled "Mixed frequency/time domain optical analogues of
heteronuclear multidimensional NMR." He also gave two
invited talks, "Developing and investigating noble metal
infused porous silicas as multilayered substrates for surface
enhanced Raman spectroscopy" for Ford Motors and ''A laser
spectroscopist's guided tour of the colorful, tiny, and ultra-fast
world of moving molecules" at the Linda Hall Library.

assistant professor of biology, received a grant
from Chicago's Field Museum to continue her research on
biodiversity, using bats as a model system.
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of the American

associate professor of music, recorded works
on two CDs: Jackie Allen's "Tangled" (Blue Note Records)
and John Moulder's "Trinity" (Origin Records). He also gave
performances in two cities in Taiwan, as well as New York
City and Los Angeles.
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A "cold, Friday the 13th in Normal" may sound like the premise for a
poorly written television horror show, but for Associate Professor of
Theatre Arts
January 13, 2006, proved to be a day of
enormous personal and professional satisfaction. The Normal was Normal,
Illinois, home of Illinois State University and the regional competition of
the American College Theater Festival. Lawrence's Term I production of
Naomi lizuka's play, Language of Angels, had been selected as a "showcase
production" to be performed at the festival. Director Privatt accompanied
eight cast members and as many stagehands and lighting and sound
crew members to Normal for three performances on that one day. The
invitation to perform was in recognition of Privatt's and the students'
highly innovative approach to the staging of the new play, which had
come to Lawrence as part of the "New Plays on Campus" program of the
Playwright Center of Minneapolis. That same enthusiasm for innovation is

also to be found in Professor Privatt's imaginative teaching style. Shown
here are theatre arts students participating in a movement exercise based
on legendary director Jerzy Grotowsky's depiction of the three parts of
body expression - thinking, feeling, and moving. The "statue game;' as it
is called, explores different postures and body movements, to encourage
young actors to extend beyond their natural habits and provide them with
new tools of expression, as they take on new acting roles. Also in January,
Professor Privatt's research on corporate funding on Broadway was the
subject of a program on modern forms of theatre patronage broadcast on
Wisconsin Public Radio's University of the Air. She participated in a panel
on "Reinventing the Post Mortem" at the Association for Theatre in Higher
Education and, along with Lawrence Fellow Annette Thornton, presented
"Praxis of Collaboration in the Rehearsal Process: Fuel for the Creative Fire"
at the Mid-American Theatre Conference.

Collaborating as photographers since the mid-1980s, •
and
joined the Lawrence faculty in 2000 as part-time
instructors, before receiving a full-time, joint assistant professor of
art appointment in the fall of 2005. Passionate about the history of
photography, their highly-stylized work draws on the medium's changes
since its invention in 1839, incorporating processes and techniques that span
everything from the Daguerreotype to today's digital technology. They
actively mine their native northeast Wisconsin for much of their subject
matter, photographing people and places based on "chance and aesthetics"
to capture the quiet melancholy of rural and small-town life. Forty portraits
and a multi-media presentation were featured in the 2006 solo exhibition
"It Takes One to Know One" at the New York gallery of Sarah Bowen '01;

they also produced the catalog Observations Are Not Knowledge. Their
photographs were part of the traveling exhibit "Only Skin Deep: Changing
Visions of the American Self," curated by the International Center of
Photography. A decade-long project resulted in the 2004 boutique art
book Season's Gleamings: The Art of the Aluminum Christmas Tree, which
generated national media attention. They shot the cover photograph for
the recently released book Truck: A Love Story by Wisconsin author Michael
Perry and are completing an exhibition of panoramic dairy farm landscapes
and portraits titled "Wisconsin's People on the Land" for an April show at
the Wisconsin Academy James Watrous Gallery in Madison, a project that
was supported by a Lawrence University faculty research grant. Surrounding
Lindemann and Shimon above are students from the Photography class.

Lawrence Fellow in Theatre Arts, has two
edited books under contract: Mimespeak and Mime Bibliography; published an article, "Laughing at Anger: Lotte Goslar's
'The Disgruntled"' in The Physical Actor, and has published
a book review, ''Andrew Lloyd Webber," in Theatre journal.
She presented two papers, "Taps are Talking and They Ask:
'Where are the Women?"' at the University of Wisconsin
Women's Studies Conference and "Praxis of Collaboration
in the Rehearsal Process: Fuel for the Creative Fire" with
Katherine Privatt, associate professor of theatre arts.
assistant professor of music, has performed in several concerts, including Wisconsin Public
Radio's "Sunday Mternoon Live from the Chazen," the Merit
School of Music in Chicago, the AMELI music festival in
France, and the International Music Festival of Provence, at
which he participated in the world premiere of ''Arcangelo
Red" by Lynn Job.
associate professor of theatre arts and the
J. Thomas and Julie Esch Hurvis Professor of Theatre and
Drama, produced the premiere of The Care Package by Sherry
Williams-Panell. His production of Hedda Gabler was named
one of the top-ten professional productions in Milwaukee by
the Milwaukee journal-Sentinel.
assistant professor of music, performed with
internationally known jazz artists Kenny Wheeler, Benny
Golson, Bill Carrothers, Joe Locke, Anthony Cox, and Robin
Eubanks at such places as the Green Mill, one of Chicago's
premiere jazz clubs. He also performed several classical
recitals, including, "Failing: a very difficult piece for string
bass" on "Sunday Afternoon Live from the Chazen."

associate professor of French, delivered
the papers, "L'Appel de l'ailleurs: Espaces, histoire et memoire
dans Le Ventre de L'Atlantique de Fatou Diome" at the 47th
Annual Convention of the Midwest Modern Language
Association and "Panafricanist Consciousness in the Novels
of Sembene Ousmane" at the Mrican Literature Association
32nd Annual Conference, held in Accra, Ghana.
associate professor of biology and associate dean
of the faculty, was co-author of a presentation at the Pew
Midstates Science and Mathematics Consortium Undergraduate Research Symposium in the Biological Sciences:
"PCR mutagenesis of mGDFl (a Vgl ortholog?) for functional analysis in zebrafish."
adjunct assistant professor of anthropology,
received a Publications Grant from the Archaeological Institute
of America to support his work on ancient sites in Greece.
assistant professor of government, presented a
paper at the Midwestern Political Science Association titled
"A Public Philosophy for Skeptics."
associate professor of Chinese, published a
book, Tall One and Short One, a collection of 30 short stories
translated from Chinese into English. She also had an article,
"'The Tao is Up' - Intertextuality and Cultural Dialogue in
Tripmaster Monkey" in Reading Chinese Transnationalisms:
Society, Literature, Film.
professor of Russian, published "Deer Creek
Spirit" in Wisconsin Outdoor journal.
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Highlights of the year

The Lawrence Academy of Music offers three
summer camps: a new one-week residential
Music Camp for middle-school and high school
wind and percussion instrumentalists and two
week-long day camps, Piano Odyssey and Jazz
Odyssey.
www.lawrence.edu/deptjacad_music/camps.shtml
At Bjorklunden, course offerings in the popular
Summer Seminars adult-education series range
from coral reefs to Puccini, from Door County birds to Nordic myths, and from fine-tuning your knitting to improving
your bridge. Lawrence alumni faculty members teaching at
the northern campus this summer include Bart De Stasio '82,
Dale Duesing C'67, Fred Sturm C'73, Daniel J. Taylor '63,
and Timothy X. Troy '85.
www.lawrence.edu/dept/bjork/
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of the Summer Seminar program.
www.lawrence.edu/dept/development/bjorklunden/
For the seventh consecutive year, Lawrence is ranked among
the top quarter of the nation's leading national colleges and
universities in U.S. News and World Report's "Best Liberal
Arts Colleges" category. The magazine also cites Lawrence
in its "Great Schools, Great Prices" listing, which compares
an institution's academic quality to the net cost of attendance,
and the Freshman Studies program is included, for the fourth
consecutive year, in the "First-Year Experiences" category.

Anna Corey '04, Beaver Dam, is awarded a Jack Kent Cooke
Foundation graduate scholarship, which she applies to her
medical studies at the University ofWisconsin-Madison. She
is one of 76 scholarship recipients selected from a national
pool of 1,290 applicants.

Twenty students who have spent the summer conducting
research in collaboration with or under the supervision of
science faculty members present their findings in an all-clay
symposium before an audience of peers and professors. Topics include the physics of non-uniform strings, the study
of inflammatory processes involved in rhinovirus-induced
exacerbation of asthma, the effects of zebra mussels on the
aquatic ecosystems of local waterways, and the use of scanning tunneling spectroscopy for imaging single-walled carbon
nanotubes.
www.lawrence.edu/news/summer_research/abstracts05.shtml

The annual reception honoring members of The Boynton
Society begins with a series of faculty-taught classes under
the heading "The Bjorklunden Experience: Liberal Learning
on the Northern Campus" and is attended by 140 members
of the Society. At the conclusion of the evening Lawrence
trustee Robert Schaupp '51 announces a $5 million fund-raising effort, Extending the Reach: A Campaign for Bjorklunden,
to fund an addition to the lodge that will nearly double its
capacity to accommodate the rising interest in academic-year
weekend student seminars, as well as the growing popularity

A near-record 433 new students - 404 freshmen and 29
transfer students - begin the 2005-06 academic year with
Welcome Week orientation activities. The class, which brings
Lawrence to its enrollment goal of 14,000 students, nearly
matches the all-time mark of 451 new students in the fall
of 1973. The Computer Science Club goes right to work,
helping the new students connect their computers to the
campus network and dealing with "virus issues." The club
hosts virus-removal workshops in the second week of each
academic term.
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Since 1976, • .
the Hiram A. Jones Professor of Classics,
has occupied the Main Hall office in which he studied Latin and Greek as an
undergraduate with his mentor, Maurice Cunningham. Taylor, who returned
to his alma mater as a faculty member in 1974, calls the large corner office
that honors his professorship's namesake "an inspiration to learning
and scholarship." His scholarship encompasses literature, pedagogy, and
linguistics and is reflected in three of his recent publications: "May Eve in
the Concilium Romarici Mantis" in Neophilogus; "Painting Pictures with
Words in Latin" in Voice of Wisconsin Association of Foreign Language
Teachers; and "Priscians's Pedagogy: A Critique of the lnstitutio de
Nomine et Pronomine et Verbo" in Proceedings of the Tenth International
Conference on the History of the Language Sciences. In March, Taylor

took the concept of individualized instruction to a new level, traveling to
Italy and turning most of Rome into a giant classroom for two students,
Alexis Coates '08 and Agustin Manzanares '07 (pictured), who were taking
a tutorial on manuscripts and paleography. Taylor led the students on a
tour of the city, where they read nearly 100 Latin inscriptions on statue
bases and on public buildings in the Roman Forum and St. Peter's Square.
He also provided them access to a 15th-century manuscript of Varro's
De Lingua Latina from the Vallicelliana Library. The author of two books
on ancient Roman scholar Marcus Terentius Varro, Taylor has been invited
to deliver a 50-year retrospective address on the evolution of linguistics
at the 2008 International Conference on the History of Linguistics in
Potsdam, Germany.

The research and teaching interests of · .
associate
professor of Spanish and Italian, span continents and centuries - from
Italian Renaissance literature, with a concentration on the works of Niccolo
Machiavelli, to Latin American literature, with a focus on female authors
such as Sor Juana lnes de Ia Cruz and Violeta Parra, "Ia Violeta." In the Spanish
department, she teaches upper-level literature and culture courses and
has created such new offerings as Spanish Phonetics and Hispanic Issues.
She is advisor to Viva!, a student organization dedicated to expanding and
promoting awareness of Hispanic culture, and is joined in the photo by
Teresa Hardison '08, its co-president. She also teaches the Italian language
sequence at Lawrence, which is offered as a series of non-departmental

University Courses. The first person to complete a student-designed major
in Italian graduated in June 2006, and two more are scheduled to complete
their studies at the end of this academic year. Michael Beaderstadt '07, one
of those Italian majors, is also pictured above. Professor Vilches will be
the visiting faculty member for the Associated Colleges of the Midwest's
Florence Program in 2007-08. She is the author of Karma desde e/ Mar,
a collection of short stories about Chile, and currently is co-editing, with
her husband, Gerald Seaman, vice president and dean of faculty at Ripon
College, A Companion to Machiavelli Studies. A native of Viiia del Mar,
Chile, she returned to her home country this past summer to participate in
a conference at the University of Tarapaca.

President Jill Beck opens the academic year at the traditional
Matriculation Convocation, at which she delivers an address
titled ''A Qyestion of Values: Community Engagement,
Altruism, and Liberal Education," in which she describes "the
interrelationships between academic learning and the learning
that takes place in real-world situations" and goes beyond that
to examine the role of community engagement in "the development of character and the refinement of personal values."
www.lawrence.edu/news/pubs/lt/presrep04-0S/altruism.shtml
New tenure-track faculty members include photographers
Julie Lindemann and John Shimon, who share an appointment as assistant professors of art, and Steven Paul Spears,
assistant professor of music. David Becker joins the conservatory faculty as a tenured full professor and director of
orchestral studies. Non-tenure-track appointments are made
in anthropology, art, English, government, Japanese, music
theory, psychology, religious studies, and the library.
www.lawrence.edu/news/pubs/lt/spring06/newfaces.shtml
The Lawrence Fellows in the Liberal Arts and Sciences
program is inaugurated with the appointment of the first
eight postgraduate fellows: Daniel G. Barolsky, Ph.D.,
University of Chicago (music); Melanie Boyd, Ph.D., University of Michigan (gender studies); Deanna G. Pranke
Byrnes, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison (biology);
Jennifer Fitzgerald, Ph.D., Duke University (music); Jennifer
J. Keefe, Ph.D., University of Aberdeen (philosophy), Joan
Marler, Ph.D., University of California-San Diego (physics);
David Sunderlin, Ph.D., University of Chicago (geology); and
Annette Thornton, Ph.D., University of Colorado-Boulder
(theatre arts). The program provides recent doctoral-degree
recipients with mentoring relationships, teaching opportunities, and research collaborations to better prepare them for
professorial careers at selective liberal arts colleges.
www.lawrence.edu/dept/fellows/
Franklin M. Doeringer, professor of history and the Nathan
M. Pusey Professor of East Asian Studies, is the 2005 visiting
professor at the Lawrence London Centre. During the Fall
Term, he teaches two courses, The Global Century: 1914-1991
and A Tale ofTwo Cities: Tokyo and London 1600-2000.
www.lawrence.edu/academics/offcampus/london/
Students from Tokyo's Waseda University arrive for the fourth
year of the Thematic Studies Abroad (TSA) program, in
which they undertake courses in English, Freshman Studies,
and American society and also select elective courses in one
of three thematic areas: environmental public policy, gender
studies, or international studies.
www.lawrence.ed u/dept/student_dean/international_servi ces/tsa/

During Welcome Week in September, the Lawrence tradition of Playfair!
is a fun-filled active evening designed to help new students meet one
another.
The Lawrence Academy of Music introduces Foundations,
a new musical-enrichment class for first and second graders to experience and develop rhythm and pitch skills - the
foundations of music. Foundations bridges the gap between
the Academy's Early Childhood music program and the time
when students begin studio lessons and ensembles.
www.lawrence.edu/dept/acad_music/quarternote/quarternote_summerOS.pdf
Wriston Art Center Galleries' first exhibition of the academic
year features works by Latin American artists, including
Roberto Matta and Mauricio Lasansky, from Lawrence's
Permanent Collection; prints and sculptures by Racine multimedia artist Molly Carter; and works by Milwaukee artist
Chris Niver. Niver, who works with traditional needlework
techniques to create contemporary embroideries, delivers the
exhibition's opening lecture.
www.lawrence.edu/newsjwriston/
P.J. Hilbert '06, Lake Villa, Ill., blocks a field-goal attempt on
the game's final play to preserve Lawrence's 38-36 win over
Carroll College in the Banta Bowl. It is the first victory for
new Vikings head football coach Chris Howard.
www.lawrence.edu/athletics/football/
The Mielke Summer Institute for teachers from the Appleton
and Shawano school districts has two components. In June,
on the Lawrence campus, schoolteachers and Lawrence
faculty members explored the theme "The Fine Arts: Crossing Borders, Breaking New Ground." In the fall, the group
reconvenes for a weekend retreat at Bjorklunden. The program
is made possible by a grant from the Mielke Family Foundation, Inc.
www.lawrence.edu/community/mielke.shtml
Lawrence Today
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Lawrence is one of only 15 institutions nationally to receive a
grant from the National Science Foundation's Nanotechnology Undergraduate Education program. The $200,000 grant
will be used to support an expansion of the college's growing
nanotechnology and nanoscience initiative by incorporating
nanoscience experiments and activities into core geology and
environmental science courses. A $100,000 NSF-NUE grant
in 2003 helped launch Lawrence's program, which began by
focusing on interdisciplinary research opportunities in chemistry, physics, and biochemistry.
www.lawrence.edu/news/pubs/lt/spring06/nano.shtml
The second University Convocation of the year features
environmental ethicist and author Christopher Stone speaking
on "Mending the Earth: Ethical Issues in Healing the Global
Environment." Stone is the J. Thomas McCarthy Trustee
Professor of Law at the University of Southern California.
www.lawrence.edu/news/convos/05-06/stone.shtml
Serene Sahar '06, New Berlin, and Lisa Ritland '09, Lodi,
win the No. 2 doubles title at the Midwest Conference
Tennis Championships with a 7-5, 6-3 decision over Lake
Forest College's Brittany Richardson and Jaime Jackson. It
is Lawrence's first conference doubles title since 1988. The
Vikings, who finish with a dual match record of 13-4, qualify
for the four-team conference championship tournament for
the first time since its inception in 1999.
www.lawrence.edu/athletics/wtennis/

Gary Van Berkel '82, head of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory's Organic and Biological Mass Spectrometry Group,
delivers a Science Hall Colloquium on "What is Mass Spec,,
trometryr
Assistant Professor of Economics Yoko Nagase presents
a "History of Environmental Issues in Japan" at a Main
Hall Forum in which she reviews five historic Japanese
pollution cases and discusses the role each played in the
development of Japan's modern environmental policy.
A memorial service is held in Memorial Chapel for Kwabena
(Kobby) Buanya '08, from Accra, Ghana, who died in September of an accidental drowning that took place during a
regularly scheduled, supervised aquatic practice by the men's
soccer team.
www.lawrence.edu/news/pubs/lt/spring06/buanya.shtml
The campus organization GLOW (Gay, Lesbian, Other, or
Whatever) observes National Coming Out Day by sponsoring
"Coming Out Confessionals," a program in the Underground
Coffeehouse in which a number of students speak candidly
about being gay, bisexual, and transgender and the processes
they went through to come out to family and friends.
www.lawrence.edu/sorg/glow/
The weekend Student Seminar series at Bjorklunden, founded
in 1996, begins its tenth year. Over the years, academic departments, athletic teams, and a variety
of student organizations have developed
programs at the northern campus that
range from intensive language study to
play rehearsals to departmental retreats.
During 2005-06, more than 1,300 students
and faculty members will participate in 81
separate weekend programs.
www.lawrence.edu/dept/bjork/students.shtml
Mindy Luber '07, St. Louis, Mo., and
Jackie Bean '09, River Falls, both score
twice as the women's soccer team routs
Knox College 9-0. The Vikings have never
lost to the Prairie Fire in 12 contests.
www.lawrence.edu/athletics/wsoccer/
Lunch at Lawrence is a monthly series
of noontime lectures given by members
of the faculty for audiences drawn from
the Fox Valley community. This year's first
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is an assistant professor of education - that is,
someone who teaches people how to teach - and a cognitive scientist
who studies the relationship between what teachers do and how learners
construct meaning. His studies have included, among other things, jokes
and clocks. "My master's thesis used measures of brain electrical activity
to explore differences in how the left and right hemispheres comprehend
jokes," Williams explains. "My current work draws from my dissertation
research on time-telling instruction. It explores how teacher-talk and
gestures guide students in mapping concepts to the clock face as they
learn to read the time." In July, Williams presented a paper, "Instruction as
Guided Conceptualization," and aposter, "The Image-Schematic Structure of
Pointing," at the second international conference on Language, Culture, and
Mind in Paris. He also has aforthcoming chapter on "Gesture as aConceptual

Mapping Tool." Back on campus, he is on the faculties of the education
department, the major and minor in linguistics, and the minor in cognitive
science, teaching such courses as Psychology of Learning, Distributed
Cognition, and Educating All Learners. In the Fall Term he supervised six
student teachers and co-led a weekly student teaching seminar. Williams
is a member of the President's Committee on Individualized Learning,
which is studying the personal nature of learning at Lawrence - in tutorials
and independent studies as well as in larger courses. In that spirit, he
recently conducted a tutorial in Assessment in Second Language Learning
and advised students doing independent studies in Mood-Dependent
Memory Effects, Literacy Acquisition in English Language Learners, and
Computational Semantics.

Vikings football fans are in fine form during Fall Festival's Homecoming game.

lecture, by Patrick Boleyn-Fitzgerald, associate professor of
philosophy and director of the interdisciplinary area on biomedical ethics, is titled "Bioethics Mter Terry Shiavo."
www.lawrence.edu/community/lunchatlu/
Fall Festival, the autumnal event that combines Family Weekend and Homecoming, welcomes families and alumni for a
weekend of information, entertainment, and sports. Events
range from a women's volleyball game to a football game
against Grinnell College and also include a choir concert, a
Latin dance party, a question and answer opportunity with
Provost and Dean of the Faculty David Burrows, four minicourses taught by Lawrence faculty members, and a wind
ensemble and symphonic band concert.
At the annual Blue and White Dinner during Fall Festival
weekend, six new members are inducted into the tenth class
of the Lawrence University Athletic Hall of Fame. George
Walter '36, William Lawson '47, Joseph Lamers '61, Mark
Frodesen '71, Robin Chapman Linnemanstons '83, and Steve
Jung '90 are the inductees.
www.lawrence.edu/alumni/hall_of_fame/2005.shtml
Lawrence Nees, professor of art history at the University
of Delaware, presents "The Career of Godescalc, Artist at
the Court of Charlemagne," as the 2005 Chaney Lecture,
named in honor of Professor Emeritus of History William A.
Chaney. The lectureship was established in 1999 in honor of
Chaney's retirement as the George McKendree Steele Professor of History.
The Lawrence University Jazz Ensemble, under the direction of Fred Sturm '73, and the Lawrence University Wind
Ensemble, directed by Andrew Mast, assistant professor of
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music, perform, by invitation, at the 2005 state conference of
the Wisconsin Music Educators Association.
The women's cross country team takes second at the Midwest
Conference Championships for the third consecutive season,
with Joy Manweiler '08, Princeton; Rachel Lucas '06, Apple
Valley, Minn.; and Colleen Detjens '06, Lisle, Ill., all earning
all-conference honors.
www.lawrence.edu/athletics/xcountry/
Christopher Qyeram, executive director of the Wisconsin
Collaborative for Healthcare Qyality, delivers the opening
address of the three-part 2005-06 Edward F. Mielke Lecture
Series in Biomedical Ethics, titled "In Pursuit of Value: The
Evolution of Qyality-Based Purchasing."
The Lawrence University Artist Series presents the Academy
of St. Martin in the Fields Chamber Ensemble, a group created
in 1967 to perform the larger chamber works- from quintets to octets - with players who customarily work together,
instead of the usual string quartet with additional guests.
The 2005 Lawrence Jazz Alumni Showcase Concert celebrates
the 70th birthday of composer and jazz pianist John Harmon
'57, D.F.A.'OS with a program featuring many of his original
works performed by a cast of Wisconsin's most notable jazz
performers.
The volleyball team finishes the season on a high note with
a 30-25, 30-23, 30-27 victory over Ripon College. Kelly
Mulcahy '08, Glendale, and Alicia Onisawa '07, Tampa, Fla.,
earn All-Midwest Conference honors for the Vikings, who
compile a 10-15 record.
www.lawrence.edu/athletics/wvolleyball/

The 25th annual Jazz Celebration Weekend features performances by jazz vocalist Jane Monheit, with an opening set by
the Lawrence University Jazz Singers, and by trumpeter Kenny
Wheeler, with the Lawrence University Jazz Ensemble.
The men's soccer team rallies from a 2-0 deficit to beat Ripon
College 3-2 in the semifinals of the Midwest Conference
Tournament. Doug McEneaney '08, Chicago, Ill., scores the
game-winning goal in the 84th minute. Lawrence falls to St.
Norbert College in the championship game the following day.
Five Vikings are named to the all-conference team, and Blake
Johnson wins Coach of the Year honors.
www.lawrence.edu/athletics/msoccer/

ships to aid area students who otherwise would not be able to
participate in its programs.
The second lecture in the 2005-06 Edward F. Mielke Lecture
Series in Biomedical Ethics features Carolyn Smith-Morris,
assistant professor of anthropology at Southern Methodist
University, speaking on "The Ethics of Research in Indian
Country: An Anthropological Perspective."

Monica Rico, assistant professor of history, delivers the
November Lunch at Lawrence lecture, speaking on "Telling It
Like It Was? Travel Writing Through the Ages."
Lawrence International hosts its annual Mrican-Jamaican
Dinner. LI is a student organization of nearly 100 members,
representing more than 50 countries.
Seven Lawrence students earn first-place honors at the 2005
Wisconsin Chapter of the National Association of Teachers of Singing (NATS) competition. A total of 39 Lawrence
students and one student from the Lawrence Academy of
Music participate in the competition. In addition to the firstplace winners, five students take home second-place honors.
Chicago artist Antoni Contro delivers the opening lecture
for an exhibition at the Wriston Art Center Galleries that
includes her "A to Z," a 27 -piece, collage-based exhibit that
features works on paper that merge drawing and Polaroid
photography. Also on display are "Photographs of the
Athenian Acropolis - The Restoration Project," a traveling
exhibition oflarge-scale photographs by Socratis Mavrommatis, chief photographer of the Acropolis Restoration Service,
and "Ceramics of the Classical World," a selection of ancient
Greek and Etruscan pottery from the Lawrence permanent collection and the Ripon College Classical Antiquities
Collection.
Cellists Stephanie Smith, a student of the Lawrence Academy of Music, and Joe Loehnis '06, Appleton, place second and third, respectively, at the Wisconsin Cello Society
competition. Also this month, the Academy's Tutti! Scholarship Benefit and Italian Dinner raises over $9,000 for scholar-

The Lawrence Symphony Orchestra rehearses for a November concert.

Composer and author Samuel Adler participates in a five-day
guest residency that includes a public lecture, a New Music
Concert featuring several of his compositions, and a Lawrence Wind Ensemble and Symphonic Band performance
that Adler conducts.
The fall play is Language ofAngels, by Naomi Iizuka, directed
by Katherine Privatt, associate professor of theatre arts.
Saxophonist Jesse Dochnahl '06, Ennis, Mont., and pianist
Jesse Pieper '09, Fond du Lac, are named co-winners of
the 12th annual Lawrence University Symphony Orchestra
concerto competition. Each wins the opportunity to perform
as soloist in an LSO concert.

Lawrence is awarded a $100,000 grant by the New York Citybased Teagle Foundation to support an assessment study of the
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The theatre arts department's production of Naomi
lizuka's Language of Angels is one of 12 plays selected in
December for performance at the regional competition
of the Kennedy Center/American College Theater Festival.
It is the second Lawrence production in six years to be
selected for a ACTF regional performance, joining
Translations from 2000.

Lawrence Fellows in the Liberal Arts and Sciences program.
Lawrence is one of five institutions that the Teagle Foundation is recognizing with grants through its Working Groups
in Liberal Education Program, which supports projects designed to generate fresh thinking about how to strengthen
liberal education. The Lawrence grant will support a working
group of faculty, staff, students, and administrators who will
study the fellows program and assess the degree to which it is
achieving its intended goals.
www.lawrence.edu/dept/fellows/evaluation.shtml
Lawrence musicians claim the top two places at the 20th
annual Concord Chamber Orchestra's concerto competition.
Soprano saxophonist Sara Kind '05 is named the competition's
winner, and pianist Alvina Tan '06, Penang, Malaysia, is runner-up. Kind is the fourth Lawrentian in the past five years to
win the competition.
Claire Getzoff '06, Evanston, Ill., ties her career high with
30 points and breaks the school scoring record in the women's
basketball team's 67-65 victory at Illinois College. Getzoff,
who finishes her career with 1,487 points, breaks the record
of1,225, set by Sarah O'Neil '92. Getzoff earns All-Midwest
Conference honors for the fourth time and is named to the
All-Central Region team for the third time.
www.lawrence.edu/athletics/wbasketball/
Violinist Burku Coker '07, Istanbul, Turkey, accompanied by
pianist Eric Jenkins, '07, Portage, performs by invitation at the
annual memorial tribute to Ismet Inonu, Turkey's first prime
minister and second president, held on the Ankara campus of
B asken t University.
The Lawrence Symphony Orchestra, Concert Choir, Women's
Choir, and Chorale perform three composers' settings of
"Magnificat" in a holiday concert that features Chad Freeburg
'99 as soloist. Titled ''A Bach Family Christmas," the program
includes versions of the biblical Canticle of Mary by Johann
Sebastian Bach, Carl Phillip Emanuel Bach, and Nicholai
Porpora, a collaborator ofJohann Christian Bach.
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In their own holiday concert, the Academy of Music's Girl
Choirs, more than 250 voices strong, perform "Choral Classics," music that has stood the test of time - from lullabies to
spirituals. Members of the choirs, selected by audition, include
girls from eight to 18 years of age representing more than 50
schools from throughout Northeast Wisconsin.

Lawrence and its ArtsBridge America program share with
five other universities in a $250,000 grant from the National
Geographic Society Education Foundation, to be used to
bring "Mapping the Beat," an innovative geography-throughmusic curriculum to Fox Valley elementary schools.
www.lawrence.edu/about/artsbridge.shtml
The public is invited to a community open house at the
WLFM studios in the Music-Drama Center, during which
station staff members offer tours of the remodeled facility and
give demonstrations of some of the newly installed equipment. WLFM converted from an over-the-air FM signal to
an all web-based broadcast format at the start of the 2005-06
academic year, which also marks the 50th anniversary of the
station's founding.
www.lawrence.edu/sorg/wlfm/
January's Lunch at Lawrence lecturer is Terry Gottfried,
professor of psychology, speaking on "Good Ear for Languages:
Relation of Music Training to Learning Chinese Tones."
Author and objectivist philosopher Andrew Bernstein, a
senior writer for the Ayn Rand Institute, lectures on "Religion
vs. Morality," challenging the belief that morality can only be
based in religious faith.
Robert F. Perille '80, Pacific Palisades, Calif., and Charlot
Nelson Singleton '67, Atherton, Calif., are elected to the
Lawrence University Board of Trustees at its winter meeting. Harry M. Jansen Kraemer, Jr. '77 is the new vice chair of
the board; Cynthia Stiehl C'89, who steps down from that

position, continues as a trustee and a member of the board's
executive and academic affairs committees.
www.lawrence.edu/ about/trustees.shtml
Collected Stories, by Donald Margulies, is performed as the
senior theatre project of Melissa Law '06, Appleton.

Nathan Engstrom, program director ofMadison-based Green
Built Home, delivers the first lecture of a three-part environmental studies series, speaking on "Better Building... Better
Living ... Better World!" and discussing the emerging field
of "green building," with its emphasis on resource-efficient
methods of construction, renovation, operation, maintenance,
and even demolition. The three-part series is sponsored by the
Spoerl Lectureship in Science in Society, established in 1999
by Barbara Gray Spoerl M-D' 44 and her husband, Edward.
The Conservatory of Music presents a many-faceted Concert
for Humanity, "dedicated to those still suffering and grieving in the wake of tsunamis, hurricanes, earthquakes, floods,
and tornadoes, as well as in remembrance of those who have
lost loved ones in terrorist attacks and wars across the globe."
Members of the conservatory faculty offer instrumental and
vocal performances, as well as readings of prose and poetry.
Members of the audience are encouraged to consider gifts of
volunteer time or money to local, national, and international
charitable organizations.

Geoffrey Kemp takes a question from a student before his talk in January.

Participants in a faculty recital and lecture on Dominick
Argento's From the Diary of Virginia Woolf include Karen
Leigh-Post C'79, associate professor of music, mezzo-soprano;
Dmitri Novgorodsky, assistant professor of music, piano;
Karen Hoffmann '87, associate professor of English; and students of the Gender and Modernist British Literature course.

The theme of the 15th Annual Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Celebration, sponsored by Toward Community: Unity in
Diversity, is "Where Do We Go From Here: Chaos or
Community?"
Daniel Taylor '63, Hiram A. Jones Professor of Classics,
presents "The Olympic Games 776 B.C.-2006 A.D." as an
Archaeological Institute of America Lecture.
The dance marathon craze of the 1930s is recreated when
Milwaukee-based Wild Space Dance Company performs
"Physical Evidence" in Stansbury Theatre. Wild Space has
been dance-company-in-residence at Lawrence since 2000.
www.wildspacedance.org/about.asp
Rob Neilson, sculptor and assistant professor of art,
delivers the opening lecture for a Wriston Art Galleries exhibition that includes two examples of his work,
''A Face in Time" and "Unrequested Proposals," as well
as "The History of Printmaking: A Series of Prints by
Warrington Colescott," from the college's permanent art
collection.
Geoffrey Kemp, director of regional strategic programs at the
Nixon Center in Washington, D.C., delivers the opening address of a three-part lecture series, "Pariah States and Policy
Responses," sponsored by the Mojmir Povolny Lectureship
in International Studies. Kemp's topic is
"The Axis of Evil: The Current Membership." Other speakers in the series are
Lee Feinstein, deputy director of studies
and senior fellow for U.S. Foreign Policy
and International Law at the Council on
Foreign Relations, ''A Duty to Prevent";
Jack DuVall, president and founding
director of the International Center on
Nonviolent Conflict, "The Right to Rise
Up: People Power and the Virtues of
Civic Disruption"; and John Merrill, chief
of the Northeast Asia Division, Bureau
of Intelligence and Research, U.S. State
Department, "Reading North Korea."
The first University Convocation of the Winter Term features Harvard University theoretical physicist Lisa Randall
speaking on "Warped Passages: Unraveling the Mysteries of
the Universe's Hidden Dimensions." Randall is known for
her theories positing a new, fifth dimension of infinite extent
beyond the four known dimensions of time and space.
www.lawrence.edu/news/convos/05-06/randall.shtml
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John Weyenberg, executive director of the Fox Cities chapter
of Habitat for Humanity, and George Elias, a member of the
organization's board of directors, discuss Habitat's efforts to
promote "green building" practices in "The ReStore Recycled
Building Materials Project," second lecture in the environmental-studies series on green architecture.
The Artist Series presents the Empire Brass quintet with
Douglas Major, organist. The Empire Brass enjoys an international reputation as North America's finest brass quintet.
The musicians, all of whom have held leading positions with
major American orchestras, perform over 100 concerts a year.

NEA Jazz Master Benny Golson reacts with pleasure to the playing of Jeff
Ostroski '06.

In its 41st year, the Great Midwest Trivia Contest breaks new
ground by being webcast on the Internet rather than broadcast on radio. Hosted by newly digitized WLFM, the nation's
longest-running salute to all things inconsequential attracts
65 off-campus teams and ten from on campus.
www.lawrence.edu/sorg/trivia/
The Vikings beat St. Norbert College 79-68 in De Pere and
become the lone unbeaten men's basketball team in the nation
at any level.
www.lawrence.edu/athletics/mbasketball/

The men's basketball team ascends to the No. 1 spot in the
D3hoops.com poll. It marks the first time a Lawrence team
has ever been ranked No.1.
Keven Bradley '06, Omro, scores on a lay-up at the buzzer
to beat Carroll College 64-63 in Waukesha. The win gives
Lawrence its third consecutive Midwest Conference men's
basketball championship. The Vikings later defeat Carroll
68-62 to win the MWC Tournament championship at Alexander Gymnasium.
The Winter Term play is Finding the Laughter Again, an exercise in improvisation by guest artist Bo Johnson and a group
of Lawrence students.
The Black Organization of Students commemorates AfricanAmerica history and culture with the fifth annual Celebration
of Black Heritage: "New Beginning of the Sistah."
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Matthew Stoneking, associate professor of physics, delivers a
Lunch at Lawrence lecture titled "Star in aJar: The Prospects
for Fusion Power in the 21st Century."
Four faculty members present a Main Hall Forum titled "What
Is 'Masculinity?' - And Why That's the Wrong Qyestion."
Participants are Melanie Boyd, Lawrence Postdoctoral Fellow
in Gender Studies; Paul Cohen, professor of history and the
Patricia Hamar Boldt Professor of Liberal Studies; Randall
McNeill, associate professor of classics; and Monica Rico,
assistant professor ofhistory.
Lawrence University Opera Theatre presents The Magic
Flute by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, conducted by David E.
Becker, professor of music, and directed by Tim Troy '85, associate professor of theatre arts and the J. Thomas and Julie
Esch Hurvis Professor of Theatre and Drama, with Bonnie
Koestner C'72, associate professor of music, as vocal coach.
Saxophonist Benny Golson, a National Endowment for the
Arts Jazz Master, is joined by the Lawrence University Jazz
Ensemble in a Jazz Series concert. Composer, arranger, lyricist, and producer, Golson has given hundreds of performances
and made a major contribution to five decades of world jazz.
"Focus on: Chicago," a series of events and activities designed
to enhance Lawrence's visibility in the Windy City, begins
with "Picturing Peace," an exhibition of photographs by
students in the ArtsBridge America program. From February through May, other activities include appearances by the
Concert Choir and the Lawrence Chamber Players and a day
of community service by Lawrence students and alumni, as
well as admissions advertising in two issues of the regional
edition of Time magazine, among others.
www.lawrence.edu/news/chicago/

For the fifth consecutive year, the student organization V-Day
Lawrence University performs Eve Ensler's The Vagina Monologues. Proceeds from the three performances go to benefit the
Fox Valley Sexual Assault Crisis Center; Men Can Stop Rape,
a national organization that focuses on ending sexual violence
through education; and KlWOHEDE, an organization in
Tanzania that educates, shelters, and rehabilitates women
rescued from sexual slavery and domestic abuse.
www.lawrence.edu/sorg/vday/
Paul Rybski '95, a systems scientist at Carnegie Mellon
University's Robotics Institute, discusses his research and
contributions to the development of robots that can determine their own internal "state" as well as that of other nearby
robots. His Science Hall Colloquium talk is titled "Robust
State Estimation for Intelligent Physically Embodied Systems."
Three Lawrence students win honors at the 2006 Midwest
Horn Workshop, an event sponsored by the International Horn
Society. Dan Severson '09, Edina, Minn., earns first-place
honors in the low horn orchestral excerpts competition. Anna
Suechting '08, Elk Mound, and Karen Oliver '09, Lexington,
Mass., receive second-place recognition in the solo horn and
high horn orchestral excerpts competitions, respectively.
Steve Vander Naalt '06, Carol Stream, Ill., paces the men's
swim team to a second-place finish at the Midwest Conference Championships, and Lawrence's Kurt Kirner is named
the men's Coach of the Year. Vander Naalt wins conference
championships in the 100- and 200-yard backstroke and
teams with Adam Kolb '06, St. Paul, Minn.; Pat McCrory '09,
Racine; and Kyle Griffin '09, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to win the
800 freestyle relay. Jeff Brown '09, Oshkosh, takes the league
title in the 3-meter diving. The Lawrence women claim third
place at the league meet.
www.lawrence.edu/athletics/swimming/

Nancy Gates Madsen, lecturer in Spanish, presents "The Art
of Truth-Telling: Memorials to the Disappeared in Buenos
Aires" in a Main Hall Forum.
Kolade Agbaje-Williams '06, Evergreen Park, Ill., takes first
in the triple jump and second in the long jump and is named
a Most Outstanding Performer in the field events at the Midwest Conference Indoor Track and Field Championships. The
Lawrence men place seventh with 52 points. On the women's
side, Lawrence is eighth with 26 points.
www.lawrence.edu/athletics/itrack/

Carrie Van Groll '08 takes it to the basket during Lawrence's game at
St. Norbert College last season. Van Groll was the team's top player off
the bench in 2005-06 and averaged 11.2 points per game.

The Lawrence Concert Choir, under the direction of Richard
Bjella, professor of music, and the Women's Choir, conducted
by Phillip Swan, assistant professor of music, are two of only
five college choirs selected to perform at the North CentralAmerican Choral Directors Association division convention
in Omaha, Neb.
www.lawrence.edu/sorg/concertchoir/
Judy Corbett, founder and executive director of the Local
Government Commission in Sacramento, Cali£, speaks on
"Beyond Green Buildings: Planning for Sustainable Neighborhoods and Regions" as the final lecture in the environmental studies lecture series dealing with issues of "green''
building.
Men's basketball star Chris Braier '06, Wauwatosa, wins
the Jostens Trophy, which recognizes the most outstanding
players in NCAA Division III based on basketball ability,
academic prowess, and community service. Braier also is
named the Midwest Conference Player of the Year and a
D3hoops.com All-American.
www.lawrence.edu/news/video/tribute/
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The magical men's basketball season comes to an end in
the Sweet 16 of the NCAA Division III Tournament. The
Vikings beat the University of St. Thomas 63-59 in the
second round before falling to Illinois Wesleyan University
71-68 at Alexander Gymnasium. The Vikings finish the
season with a 25-1 record, which includes a 25-game winning
streak.
www.lawrence.edu/athletics/mbasketball/ncaatournament06.shtml
The Artist Series brings to the Memorial Chapel stage
Russian pianist Olga Kern, winner of the gold medal at the
11th Van Cliburn International Piano Competition in 2001.
Andrew Wong '06, Wauwatosa, drives in a school-record
nine runs in the baseball team's 18-8 win over Kalamazoo
College in Fort Myers, Fla. Wong, who is named an ESPNThe
Magazine Academic All-American for the second straight
year, belts a three-run homer and a grand slam in the game.
www.lawrence.edu/athletics/baseball/
Lawrence University and Attic Theatre officials announce
an agreement that brings the community-theatre company's
productions back to the Music-Drama Center, where it staged
its plays from 1959 until2003. In August 2006, Attic mounts
two shows in Cloak Theatre.
Poet Cole Swensen, author of ten books, including The Book
of a Hundred Hands, discusses her work in an open forum
and conducts a reading. Her appearance is supported by the
Mia T. Paul Poetry Fund, which brings distinguished poets
to campus for public readings and to work with students on
writing poetry and verse.
Percussionist Michael Truesdell '06, Verona, and soprano
saxophonist Sara Kind '05 are named two of the five
winners in the 12th annual Neale-Silva Young Artists competition sponsored by Wisconsin Public Radio. This is the sixth
time in nine years that Lawrence music students have won or
shared top honors in the Neale-Silva.
Goaltender Andrew Isaac '07, Mississanga, Ontario, and
defenseman Josh Peterson '08, Duluth, Minn., are named
to the All-Midwest Collegiate Hockey Association team.
The Vikings finish the season with a 9-14-4 record. Forward
Mason Oakes '06, Superior, becomes the second player
in school history to be named a finalist for the Hockey
Humanitarian Award, given each year to college hockey's
finest citizen.
www.lawrence.edu/athletics/hockey/
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A production of '"night, Mother," a one-act play by Marsha
Norman, is the senior theatre project of Siri Hellerman '06,
Edina, Minn.
March's Lunch at Lawrence lecture is "Shaking Hands with
Hitler: France's Dark Years, 1940-44," by Judith Sarnecki,
professor ofFrench.
Leila Sahar '09, New Berlin, registers a perfect score and earns
an "outstanding witness" award as one member of Lawrence's
six-student team competing in the American Mock Trial
Association's 48-team national tournament. Lawrence, in just
its second year of mock trial competition, qualifies for the
national tournament after placing seventh among 20 teams at
the regional tournament in mid-February.
Pianist Krystle Maczka '09, El Dorado, Ark., is invited to
play at the dedication of a new grand piano at the William J.
Clinton Presidential Center in Little Rock.
Jeff Lipschutz, professor of painting and drawing at the
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, delivers the opening
lecture for an exhibition in the Wriston Art Center Galleries
that includes his "Desert," a collection of images primarily of
the modern American West. Also featured is "The Women
of the Augusti: Coins from the Ottilia Buerger Collection of
Lawrence University," curated by Jennifer Nummerdor '06,
Appleton, as part of her senior honors project.
Wrestler Ben Dictus '06, Appleton, qualifies for the NCAA
Division III Championships for the third consecutive season
but is eliminated after two matches. He finishes his career
third on Lawrence's career wins list with a record of 107-48.
John Budi '07, Appleton, who is 26-10 at 174 pounds, is
named to the Scholar All-America Wrestling Team by the
NCAA Division III Wrestling Coaches Association. Budi's
selection marks the 13th consecutive year Lawrence has had a
wrestler honored for academic achievements on this team.
www.lawrence.edu/athletics/wrestling/

The final Artist Series concert of the year features the Ethos
Percussion Group, a quartet performing traditional compositions from Central America, West Africa, and Asia, as well as
new works by contemporary composers.
Lawrence International's 30th Annual International Cabaret
and Dinner includes 75 performers and 16 performances
from every continent, making it one of the biggest Cabarets
in recent memory. An occasion to celebrate life though mu-

In April, novelist Salman Rushdie, whose
1988 book The Satanic Verses generated a
firestorm of controversy, explores freedom
of expression, freedom of religion, and their
relationship to modern society in a University
Convocation titled "A Morning with Salman
Rushdie." Associate Professor of English Karen
Hoffmann '87, at Rushdie's right, and students
join him for lunch after the convocation.

sic, dance, and cuisine from around the world, its theme is
"Festival of Life."
Daniel Hertel '09, Sheboygan, defeats Lake Forest College's
Robert Burda to win the consolation title at No. 2 singles
at the Midwest Conference Men's Tennis Championships.
Lawrence takes eighth place in the team standings.
www.lawrence.edu/athletics/mtennis/

Lawrence University Musical Production (LUMP) presents You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown, directed by Jacob
Allen '03, associate director of conservatory admissions, with
choreography by Rebecca Young, '07, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and
musical assistance by Bonnie Alger '06, New Milford, Conn.
Based on Charles Schultz' popular comic strip, the show is
made up of little moments picked from the life of everyone's
favorite "Peanuts" character.
Yasar Ersoy, assistant professor of archaeology at Turkey's
Bilkent University, delivers an Archaeological Institute of
America address titled "Early Iron Age Archaeology and
Culture of the Eastern Aegean" in which he describes the latest research regarding the origins of the first-millennium B. C.
Ionian settlements of western Asia Minor.

Margaret Battin, distinguished professor of philosophy and
adjunct professor of internal medicine, Division of Medical
Ethics, at the University of Utah, presents "The Least Worst
Death? The Disputes over Physician-Assisted Suicide," final
installment of the 2005-06 Edward F. Mielke Lecture Series
in Biomedical Ethics.
Kurt Krebsbach '85, associate professor of computer
science, presents a Science Hall Colloquium titled "Planning
to Plan: Deliberation Scheduling using GSMDPs," in which
he discusses the latest research developments to enable robots
and other "automated planning agents" to maximize their
on-board computational powers.
The ]. William Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board
announces that Ben Hane '06, East Dundee, Ill., a German and history double major, has been named a 2006-07
Fulbright Scholar and will teach English at the high school
and vocational school level in Germany for ten months beginning September 2006.

The sixth annual Lawrence Jazz Writers Concert, "New
Music for Larger Jazz Ensemble," features the Lawrence
University Jazz Ensemble (LUJE) and Jazz Band.

Alumni and alumnae of the men's and women's swimming
and diving teams gather for a reunion marking the 50th
anniversary of the team, which has had only two coaches
during that time: R. Gene Davis from 1956 to 1991 and Kurt
Kirner from 1991 to the present. Sadly, Coach Davis, who
has been in failing health, dies shortly after the reunion, on
April14.

Philosopher and New York University Professor Peter
Unger discusses the concept of the immaterial soul in a pair
of addresses, "Why We Really May Be Immaterial Souls" and
"How Immaterial Souls Can Have Free Will," during a twoday visit to Lawrence University sponsored by the Stevens
Lectureship in the Humanities, established in 196 7 by 1906
Lawrence graduates David H. and Ruth Davis Stevens.

Lawrence's eighth annual Earth Day Festival begins with
a group trash clean-up of the north bank of the Fox River,
features a variety of earth-friendly activity and information
booths from student and community environmental organizations, includes a "Bring Your Own Plate and Cup" picnic
lunch, and is highlighted by an appearance by folk singer
Peter Siegel.

Lunch at Lawrence features Mark J enike, associate professor of anthropology, speaking on "Human Evolution: Recent
Discoveries and What They Mean."

Ten members of Lawrence's Model United Nations group
are among the 3,500 college students attending the National
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on his 2005 book, Fever and Thirst: A Missionary Doctor
Amid the Christian Tribes of Kurdistan. Dr. Asahel Grant, a
country doctor from upstate New York, was among the first
Americans to live in the Middle East.
www.lawrence.edu/news/pubs/books/taylor.shtml

Class of 2006 crew members celebrate Lawence's first Dad Vail Regatta
medal win in May: back row. Kayla Johnson. Melanie Ufkin, Jeff "Turbo"
Lindholm, Rory Cannon, Theresa Ragsdale, Hannah Sobek; front row:
Veronica "Nov" Krysiak. Amy Hollister. Lisa Cornelius '07 (not pictured)
and Ragsdale took third place in the women's varsity pair event.
Model United Nations Conference held at the U.N. building
in New York City. The Lawrence students represent Liberia
and have spent nearly six months studying and preparing.
The Conservatory of Music celebrates the lOOth birthday of
Dmitri Shostakovich and the 250th birthday of Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart with concerts by the Lawrence Symphony
Orchestra, under the direction of David Becker, and the
Lawrence University Concert Choir, Women's Choir, Chorale,
and White Heron Chorale, conducted by Richard Bjella.

The softball team sweeps the top honors on the All-Midwest Conference North Division team and qualifies for the
four-team league tournament for the fifth consecutive season. Catcher Loni Philbrick-Linzmeyer '06, Green Bay, is
named the Player of the Year, Catherine Marinac '08, St.
Paul, Minn., is chosen as Pitcher of the Year, and Kim Tatro
is named Coach of the Year for the fifth time in 14 seasons.
The Vikings fail to win the league title but finish with a 17-16
record for their ninth winning season in ten years.
www.lawrence.edu/athletics/softball/
Skappleton, Lawrence's decade-old festival of Ska music, features such bands as Mustard Plug, The Invaders, I Voted for
Kodos, Something to Do, and more.
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The Theatre Arts Department presents Our Country's Good by
Timberlake Wertenbaker, directed by Timothy Troy '85. The
play, set in Australia's Botany Bay penal colony, traces one of
the more unusual events of the new settlement, the staging of
George Farquhar's play, The Recruiting Officer, using an allconvict cast.
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Gordon Taylor '65 presents a slide-illustrated lecture "Dr.
Grant and the Christian Tribes of Kurdistan, 1835-44" based

Winter 2006

John T. Gates, visiting assistant professor of music, speaks on
"Romantic Dualism in Schumann's Eichendorff Liederkreis"
in the Mortar Board First Chance/Last Chance lecture series, which features Lawrence faculty members who are in
either their first or last year at the college. Later in the month,
John Shimon and Julie Lindemann, assistant professors of
studio art, will present a First Chance/Last Chance lecture,
"Contemporary Art from the 1980s to the Present: A View
from the American Midwest."
Joe Loehnis '06, Appleton, becomes the first golfer in
Lawrence history to be named to the NCAA Division III
Ping All-America team by the Golf Coaches Association
of America. Loehnis, a third-team selection, also earned allconference honors for the third time after taking second at
the Midwest Conference Championship. The Vikings take
third place at the league tournament, with Matt Orth '06, St.
Cloud, Minn., and Andy Link '06, Rochester, Minn., also
earning all-conference honors.
www.lawrence.edu/athletics/golf/
The Student Organization for University Programming
(SOUP) brings singer and songwriter Ben Kweller to campus
for a major concert, which also features an opening set by the
Lawrence student group Denes.
www.lawrence.edu/sorg/soup/
The one-man play Marx in Soho is presented by Students for
Leftist Action.
The final Jazz Series concert of 2005-06 is by the Joshua
Redman Trio, also known as The Elastic Band.
Christopher Impey, University Distinguished Professor and
deputy head of the astronomy department at the University
of Arizona, delivers two lectures as a Harlow Shapely Visiting Lecturer from the American Astronomical Society. For a
Science Hall Colloquium, he addresses "Cosmic Evolution:
From Big Bang to Biology" and the next day speaks on "Probing Dark Energy with Qyasars" at a Physics Colloquium.
Rob Neilson, assistant professor of studio art, delivers a Lunch
at Lawrence lecture on "Balancing the Public and the Art in
Public Art."
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In May, 13 students
showcase their work
in "The Fluid Self:
2006 Senior Art
Major Exhibition."
Works in mixed
media, sculptures,
installations,
paintings, photography, and prints are
featured. Illustration
by Justine Reimnitz '06.

Peter DeVries '84, a Ph.D. candidate in the Department
of Entomology at the University of Wisconsin-Madison,
delivers a Recent Advances in Biology lecture titled "Wisconsin Biodiversity Informatics."
The Melee modern-dance company presents its annual concert, "Dance: Music Made Visible."
The Fifth Annual Lawrence Shack-A -Thorn raises nearly
$3,800 for Habitat for Humanity. Participating student groups
build shacks on Main Hall Green from "found" materials and
sleep in them overnight.
Physicist Laura Greene, a leading experimenter in the physics
of novel materials, discusses her research on high-temperature
superconductors in a pair of lectures at Lawrence. On consecutive days, Greene, the Swanlund Professor of Physics at
the Frederick Seitz Materials Research Laboratory of the University of Illinois, presents
"High Temperature Superconductors: From
Broken Symmetries to Cell Phones" and a
more-advanced follow-up talk titled "High
Temperature Superconductors: Playgrounds
for Broken Symmetries."
Judge D. Michael Lynn '65, of the U.S.
Bankruptcy Court for the Northern District
of Texas, delivers the Honors Convocation
address, "American Justice: Proud Promise or
Oxymoron - How Does the Legal System
Measure Up?" and also conducts an afternoon question-and-answer session. At the
convocation, as is traditional, students and
others are recognized for their achievements
during the academic year.
www.lawrence.edu/news/convos/05-06/lynn.shtml

The world premiere of "We Fall. ..We Rise," an alumnicommissioned work by composer Javier Arau '98, is a highlight
of the second annual Saxophone Studio and Alumni Recital.
In addition, more than 30 alumni and current saxophonists are
joined by a three-member percussion ensemble and a pianist
in a multi-media presentation of Louis Andriessen's "Workers
Union." Alumni and current students also perform works by
Philip Glass, Michael Torke, and Jacob Teichroew '06.
Drawing from a pool of applicants that soared nearly 300
percent from its initial year in 2005, Lawrence University
appoints an additional five recent Ph.D. or terminal graduate degree recipients to its Lawrence Fellows in the Liberal
Arts and Sciences program for the 2006-07 academic year.
The five new appointments - representing an acceptance
rate of less than one percent from among 616 applicants
- bring the number of postdoctoral fellows in residence at
Lawrence in fall2006 to 12. Seven fellows who received twoyear appointments in the first year of the program return for
their second year.
Bethany Wiese '08, a tuba player from Davenport, Iowa, is
chosen to perform with the American Wind Symphony
Orchestra during a month-long tour in June. She is the only
tubist selected for the 40-member orchestra, which performs
mostly waterfront concerts on a specially-designed barge.
An alumni physics symposium honors Professors John
Brandenberger and David Cook in their last year of full-time
teaching with presentations by seven graduates of the department. Topics range from "Physics of PET Imaging and Its

ArtsBridge Day in May features performances and visual art exhibitions by over 400 Fox Valley
elementary and high school students celebrating their achievements through their ArtsBridge
projects. Above, Taeya Abdel-Majeed '07 works with Appleton North High School students in
an African music and dance master class.
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Use in Radiation Treatment of Cancer" to "Birth of Neutron
Stars."

The annual Science Hall, Briggs Hall, and Youngchild Hall
Faculty- Student Poster Session is held in the Science Hall
atrium.
The weekend before Commencement, President Beck and
members of the senior class, in what they hope will become
a tradition, plant flowers at the campus entrance and other
spots along College Avenue.
Tim Spurgin, associate professor of English and Bonnie
Glidden Buchanan Professor of English Literature, is invited
by the graduating Class of 2006 to speak at their Baccalaureate service on June 10. Class officers taking roles in leading
the service are Lou Perella, president; Maggie Leverence,
vice president; Carmen Jeglum, class secretary; and Claire
Thompson-Vieira, class agent.
On June 11,298 seniors from 36 states and 21 foreign countries
receive bachelor's degrees at Lawrence's 157th Commencement. Honorary doctoral degrees are awarded to Emmywinning television producer and director Catherine Tatge '72,
Doctor of Fine Arts, and businessman-turned-cultural advocate and founder of the Chicago Humanities Festival Richard
Franke, Doctor of Humane Letters. Both honorary degree
recipients, along with President Jill Beck, Board of Trustees
Chair William Hochkammer '66, and student representative
Jeni Houser '06, Stoughton, address the graduates.
Each year, the college recognizes members of its faculty for
excellence in teaching and scholarship. John Brandenberger,
the Alice G. Chapman Professor of Physics, is the first
recipient of the new Excellence in Scholarship and Creative
Activity Award; Karen Carr, professor of religious studies, is
presented the Award for Excellence in Teaching; and Faith
Barrett, assistant professor of English, receives the Young
Teacher Award. At the Honors Convocation in May, Michael
Orr, professor of art history, was announced as the winner of
the 2005-06 Freshman Studies Teaching Award.
Retiring faculty members Mark Dintenfass, professor of
English, and William Perreault, professor of biology, are
recognized at Commencement with honorary Master of Arts
degrees, ad eundem, and promotion to the rank of professor
emeritus. Dintenfass has taught at Lawrence since 1968 and
Perreault since 1971.
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Hortonville High School biologist Jackie Dorow and Karen
Brownell, a mathematics teacher at Pittsville High School,
are the 2006 recipients of Lawrence University's Outstanding
Teaching in Wisconsin Award. The award recognizes secondary-school teachers for excellence; recipients are nominated
by Lawrence seniors who were their students in high school.
More than 900 alumni gather for Reunion Weekend, June
16-18. Celebrating reunions this year are the Classes of 1941,
1951,1956, 1960-62, 1966, 1981, 1985-87, and 1996. Special
guests on the occasion of the tenth anniversary of Lawrence's
Brombaugh Opus 33 tracker organ are alumni of the conservatory who, as the Tracker Backers, campaigned for its creation.
The Reunion Convocation, presided over by Lawrence
University Alumni Association President Linda Laarman '73
and featuring an address by President Beck, is also the occasion for presentation of gifts to the college by reunion classes
and the awarding of alumni awards. Honorees include Arthur
D. Ullian '61 (the Lucia R. Briggs Distinguished Achievement Award); Catherine A. Statz '96 (the Nathan M. Pusey
Young Alumni Distinguished Achievement Award); Jose
Hernandez Ugalde '96 (the George B. Walter '36 Service
to Society Award); and Margaret Banta Humleker '41,
Kathleen Karst Larson '60, and Peter G. Kelly'87 (the Gertrude
Breithaupt Jupp M-D'18 Service Award).
The theme of the 2006 Mielke Summer Institute m the
Liberal Arts is "Foxes and Hedgehogs, Bees and Spiders:
Liberal Education in Difficult Times." Open to teachers from
the Appleton and Shawano school districts, the institute is
made possible by a grant from the Mielke Family Foundation,
Inc.
www.lawrence.edu/community/mielke.shtml
The 2006 Summer Institute for Secondary School Teachers is an intense enrichment experience for those who teach
Advanced Placement or other accelerated courses for high
school students capable of college-level work. Subjectmatter areas, taught primarily by Lawrence faculty members,
include British and American literature, calculus, chemistry,
microeconomics, European history, music theory, psychology,
Spanish language and literature, and world history.
www.lawrence.edu/community/si2006/

Areading of the play Lysistrata by Aristophanes was part of the 2006 Classics Week events in May.

Many lawrence alumni can claim a long-standing connection
to the college, and Sam Remley '43 is no exception. Sam's
extended family traces its Lawrence roots back to the
Class of 1876 and boasts no fewer than 56 Lawrence and
Milwaukee-Downer graduates. Sam counts among his direct
ancestors Samuel ("Doc Sammy") Plantz (Class of 1880),
president of Lawrence from 1894 to 1924, and Doc Sammy's
wife Myra, a tireless fundraiser for the college. Sam's mother,
Elsie Plantz Remley (Class of 1910), served as college librarian
and chair of the Alumni Association board, and brother
Arthur Remley served on the Board of Trustees for 40 years.
Like many of his classmates, Sam was drafted into the
military during his senior year and received his Lawrence
diploma by mail. Following WWII, Sam studied law and
was admitted to practice before the Interstate Commerce
Commission. His expertise in transportation law led to a
successful carreer that ultimately landed him in Rhode Island.
He makes a point of attending Lawrence events in the
greater Boston area and returns to campus whenever
feasible. "I've enjoyed seeing the college grow and prosper
through the years," he says.
Sam takes pride in continuing his family's tradition of
supporting the college through regular gifts to The Lawrence
Fund, where his dollars are put to immediate use for student
and faculty needs. He also has included Lawrence among
the "heirs" of his estate. Having every confidence that the
college will continue to thrive, he has left the eventual use
of his generous bequest unrestricted.
"I've seen so many changes at Lawrence through the
years that I couldn't possibly predict what the college's
needs might be," Sam says. "I know that my estate gift
will be put to the best possible use and that Lawrence will
ensure that the family legacy begun in the 1800s will be
honored for generations to come."

For more information about making bequest provisions or establishing endowed funds at Lawrence, please contact the major and planned giving office at 920-832-6511
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